
PLATO'S MOVING LOGOS

Words move, music moves
Only in time; but that which is only living
Can only die.

Words strain,
Crack and sometimes break, under the burden,
Under the tension, slip, slide, perish,
Decay with imprecision, will not stay in place,
Will not stay still.

T.S. Eliot, Four quartets (Burnt Norton V)

The poet gives voice to the action of words as they reach out to attain expression. He
observes the dangers inherent in this effort: words can break, can become simply unin-
telligible. Such broken words can no longer function within the fixed constraints of
grammar and thus 'will not stay in place, I Will not stay still'. A.J. Greimas in Structural
semantics defined an 'actantial' model of language:1

If we recall that functions in traditional syntax are but roles played by words -
the subject being 'the one who performs the action', the object 'the one who
suffers it' - then according to such a conception, the proposition as a whole
becomes a spectacle to which homo loquens treats himself.

For Greimas there lies deep in the heart of language a drama; a drama quite indepen-
dent of homo loquens and quite external to him/her. There are many ways that
language can be said to 'move'. I would like to explore some Platonic variations on
this theme.

Introduction

The importance of the late fifth- and early fourth-century intellectual enlightenment in
Greek culture and its intense preoccupation with language and thought are axiomatic
for all interpreters of antiquity. Central to many recent studies on these issues are
assumptions regarding Greek conceptualizations and articulations about speech and
thought and their interrelationships. The wider context of this paper is the study of
Athenian attempts to structure through language, especially metaphorical language, the

1 A.J. Greimas, Structural semantics (1983) 173.
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experiences of speaking and thinking.2 The narrow aim of the paper is to demonstrate
how Plato uses the vocabulary of motion for both speech and thought and how this
vocabulary plays important roles in the dialogues.

Athenian writers, in a wide range of texts, present language as an active, dynamic
force. Logos is often spoken of as acting upon the world, and this vocabulary of action
and energy bears witness to the power and cultural significance of rhetoric at Athens.3

From Aeschylus' words that 'pierce' and 'lash' the heart4 to the sparring of the Just
and Unjust Arguments in Aristophanes' Clouds, from Gorgias' claim that speech is a
5uvdoxr|g iieyocg5 to Isocrates' view that it is the force that has helped to establish all
human institutions (Nicocles, 6-9), Athenian literature is alive with active presentations
of words and speech.

For Plato too logos is a dynamic, moving force. Throughout the dialogues words
move in many, often surprising ways: speech goes round in circles; arguments travel
in all directions; propositions go walking off; and words run loose in the world attaching
themselves to various bits of reality. In part 1 of the paper I shall set out some of
Plato's images of arguments in motion, while in part 2 I shall explore the antithesis
of motion and rest, posing the question: in Platonic terms is the best kind of togas-
moving or still?

Part 1: Arguments in motion

When people engage in a dialectical debate in Plato they are often described as
undertaking a particular journey in thought and speech. The image of interlocutors
travelling along the road of inquiry or discussion is very familiar.6 But at times the

2 This paper was begun during a research project at King's College London on Greek images for
language and thought. I am grateful for the award of a British Academy Postdoctoral Fellowship,
which made this research possible. During my fellowship at King's I was fortunate to benefit from discussion
with M.S. Silk and M.M. McCabe. I would like to thank the audience at the Cambridge Philological Society
for their very useful corrections and insights on this paper, and my colleagues. Dr D.L. Cairns, Dr M.F.
Heath and Dr R.W. Brock, for their invaluable comments, criticisms and encouragement.

3 On the power of words in Athens see J.P. Vernant, The origins of Greek thought (1982) 49-50: R.G.
Buxton, Persuasion in Greek tragedy (1982) 4, and P. Lain Entralgo, The therapy of the word in classical
antiquity (trans. L.J. Rather and J.M. Sharp) (1970) 240-1.

4 Aeschylus, Seven against Thebes 563 ixvelxcu A.6yoc; 6id oxr|0f.(ov ('the word pierces my breast') and
Suppliants 466 fjxouau naauxxfjoa Kaobiag X.6yov ('I hear a threat that is a lash to my heart'). For
Aeschylus' use of metaphors for logos see the excellent account of David Sansonc (Aeschylean metaphors
for intellectual activity, Hermes Einzelschrift 35, 1975). Particularly illuminating are his comments on
logos as 'something organic' (34-9 and 77-92).

5 Gorgias, Encomium of Helen 8.
6 For argument as a journey see Critias 106a Qg &au£vog,. . . olov EX uxixnag dvuitejiaujiEvo? 66of>. vii v

oiJxcog EX xfjg xofj Xoyoi) SiujionEias dyajti^xrog djiT)Miay|.iai ('How delighted I am ... - like a person
at the end of a long journey - now I have gladly left off from the journey of discourse') and Laws 812a
Eu,oi,y£ oil (f.atv6u,E0a txxbc, jroQEiieoOai xmv IIJTOXEOEVXOIV Xoytov ("It seems to me that we have not
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logos itself is also said to progress, to move forward. Often such comments seem unre-
markable, as for example the phrase JTQO'COOVO A.6yoc; ('as our discussion progresses')
at Laws 812e8. However, Plato develops this simple idea of an argument progressing
so that the logos becomes an independent, external force with its own power of
locomotion and its own impact on the speakers. Often this impact is violent. A frequent
image for argument in Plato is that of battle or contest: fierce debate is itself a \iayr\\1

the interlocutors 'engage in battle' with each other8 and fight using words as their
weapons.9 But the interlocutor can attack not only a human opponent but also the
argument itself.10 At Phaedo 89c Socrates speaks of 'renewing the fight' and
'defeating' the argument of Simmias and Cebes: JTQ/IV dv vmr\a>x> dva^axo^evog
xov 2iu|iiot) t£ xcd KEPT]XOC; A.6yov ('until I fight back and defeat the argument of
Simmias and Cebes') and at 91b again talks of attacking an argument:
jraoEOXEuaouivoc; br\ ... cuxroai Eg/o^iou EJUXOV >i6yov ('thus prepared I advance
against the argument'). In turn, an argument can mount an attack on the speakers. At
Euthydemus 303a logos is likened to a staunch opponent in the boxing ring," as
Socrates reflects on a previous dialectical encounter: 'Eycb |IEV oi)v, cb Koixtov,
GJOTIEQ j[A.iiy£t5 vnb xoO A.6YOU, kml\ir\v dcpcovog ('And so, Crito, I was lying there

travelled beyond the original discussion'). See also Lys. 213e; Rep. 484a, 532e; Laws 688e and 779d. The
image of the journey in Greek thought is discussed by O. Becker, Das Bild des Weges, Hermes Einzelschrift
4(1937).

7 See e.g. Phil. 15d, Soph. 246c and Tht. 179d.
s See e.g. Euthyd. 277d; Hipp. Maj. 286d, 287a; Phil. 22d; Soph. 246c, 261a; Rep. 348a and 501c.
9 Tht. 154e (TuveXOovres ooqiittxtxtog £15 |_iaxr|v Totai)ir|V, d\W)A.mv xoiic Xoyoug TO!; Xoyotg

exooi)O[u;v ('after coming to grips in such a sophistical battle, we are striking each other's words with
words'); Euthyd. 294d xeb 6E dv6QEi,6xaxa 6|i6oE fjxr|V X0I5 EQO)Ti'i[iaaiv, 6|_ioXoyoi>vx£5 Et&Evat,
(0O31EQ 01 xdjTQOt 01 JIQOC; xi']v jrXr]yr|v 6[i6oE (oBoiinEVOL ('but they bravely went to meet the enemy-
questions, in agreement that they knew the answers, like wild boar thrusting themselves to meet the
blows'); Svmp. 219b 'Eym [IEV df| xuCxa dxouoag XE KCU EIJTCOV, xai ctcpelc; oJaitEQ PEXT], XEXQd)O0ai
(tuxov &[U}\> ('But indeed after hearing and after saying these things, I thought that after letting loose
my arrows, as it were, I had wounded him'); Symp. 189b BaXtbv ye. ... d) Aotaxocriavec;, o'iet
Exqpsu^eoOai ('But, Aristophanes, you intend to throw your weapon and then to run away') and Tht.
180a aXk' civ xtvd xt EOIJ. oiojtep EK tpagEXQag QT||iaxioxia atvtY[iaxtb5ri d
UJTOXOEEIIOUOI, xdv xouxou t,iixij5 Xoyov XapEtv xt ELQTIXEV, EXEQIO
HET(Uvo(i<MJ|.ievu) ("But if you ask someone something, drawing out - as it were from a quiver - little
enigmatic phrases, they shoot them at you like arrows, and if you seek to grasp the meaning of one man" s
account, suddenly you are struck by another newly-made metaphor').

10 At Hipp. Min. 369c Hippias charges Socrates with 'getting hold' of the details (EcpajrxonEVOg) and failing
to 'grapple with the matter as a whole' (ov% 6X(p aywvi^r\ xui nodyi-iaxi).

1' At Phil. 22e-23a in the debate on the relative benefits of pleasure and reason, Socrates' argument against
the benefits of pleasure is characterized as a boxing-match between him and his logoi on one side
and pleasure on the other. Notice how in this passage both the speaker (Socrates) and the logoi are jointly
responsible for the knock-out blow: 'AA.A.d ^if|v, d) SCUXQCXXEC;, EU-otye 6OXET VOV uiv rj6ovr| oot
jiEJixiDXEvai KUOUJIEQEL nXiyyEiaa vno xu>v vuv6t] Xoycov ('Well, Socrates, it does now seem to
me that pleasure has fallen to you, knocked out, as it were, by your arguments just now'). Compare
Gorg. 462a where a logos has been knocked off its feet (the speakers are presented as wrestlers at
461c-d).
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speechless, as it were struck down by the argument').12 Thus logos is an adversary
which is capable of inflicting injury on the interlocutor. The image of logos as a force
that can overpower the speakers appears again in the Theaetetus. As the interlocutors
face aporia, Socrates presents such failure in inquiry as humiliation before the power
of logos itself. In his vision the interlocutors will be rendered so weak as to allow the
logos to trample over them (Theaetetus 191a):

TajteivooBEVTEc; oi\iai xco X6y(b naQeE,o[iev (be; vatmibvxEc; jtatetv XE xai
XQTJaGai oxi av poi3A.r|xai.

I suppose we shall be laid low, like sea-sick passengers, and give ourselves into
the hands of the argument and let it trample all over us and do what it likes with
us.

The verb Ttaxetv expresses the strength and superiority of logos in contrast to the
physical weakness of the sea-sick passengers. It also suggests that the victorious logos
will act in a flagrantly hubristic fashion. The phrase /QfjoGai oxi dv |3ot)A.r|xcu
indicates the kind of treatment meted out to people with no rights. Thus Socrates
presents confusion in debate as tantamount to letting the logos have the upper hand,
and clear thinking thus becomes a matter of protecting oneself and one's honour.13

Logos is again presented as a hostile force at Philebus 43a when Socrates regards
himself and Protarchus as under attack from an advancing argument. In the face of this
threat he advises Protarchus to join him in escape:

12 The boxing metaphor here is part of Plato's wider image of argument as a combat sport which is common
in the dialogues. It is well established that Greek authors made great use of combat imagery (see e.g. M.
Poliakoff, Combat sports in the ancient world (1987) 32 and 52) and critics have further pointed out that
combat imagery was particularly associated with the sophists. Daphne O'Regan (Rhetoric, comedy and
the violence of language in Aristophanes' Clouds (1992)) discusses the sophistic use of combat
terminology for debate and Protagoras' punning book title xaxofidAAovxEc; Xoyot ('Overthrowing
arguments'), viewing them as the inspiration for Aristophanes' presentations of violent language (sec
e.g. 11 and 124). Likewise, F.G. Hermann ('Wrestling metaphors in Plato's Theaetetus', Nikephoros 8
(1995) 77-109) has observed that 'wrestling metaphors in the context of discussion and argument seem
to be particularly connected with Protagoras' (106) and has highlighted the references to Protagorean
terminology at Euthyd. 286c, where Socrates refers to the argument of the Protagoreans which not only
'trips up' (avcrrQEJT(i)v) the other arguments but also itself, and at 287e4, where the argument in throwing
down falls itself. What has not been especially noted is that Plato follows Protagoras (and indeed
Aristophanes' satire) in making the logoi themselves combatants rather than simply weapons in the hands
of the interlocutors. What is of interest to me in the Euthyd. passages is how the logos is an active force
with its own power of movement (286b-c) oil yaq tot oXXh TOCTOV ys: TOV Xoyov JTOXXWV bi\ xat
JtoWumg axrixocbq aei. 0auu.di;ro - xal ydg ot d[Kpi noumiyoQav aqiooga EXQIOVTO avixw xai ol
nakaiojKQov E(.ioi 6e del 0at'u.aax6s xtg SOXET ELVUI xal xoijg XE aXXov'Q d v a x g eIT(O V xat av'xoc
avixov; (288a) aXka EOLXEV ... 011x05 jtev 6 ^6705 EV XOUJXOJ UEVEIV xal ETI toojtfQ TO mikaiov
xaxafiaXcbv jrijixEtv.

13 That honour is at stake in the elenchos has been noted by D.L. Cairns (Aidos (1993) 371 n.82), who cites
passages in Plato where dialectic is shown to require bravery and perseverance (e.g. Euthyd. 294(1 and
Charm. 160d-e) and where the elenchos is viewed as potentially humiliating (e.g. Euthyd. 295b and
Charm. 169c).
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PLATO'S MOVING LOGOS 79

akXa ydo imexarfjvcuxov Xoyov £JTUPEQ6[J,EVOV TOVTOV |3oi)k)Lrai. xf]S' ovv
otavooi3|iai (pEvyeiv, xai ov \ioi

But I wish to avoid this argument that is advancing on us. So I intend to escape
in this way, and you should escape with me.14

One of the effects of this idiom of the hostile logos is to present the interlocutors as
engaged in battle not with each other but with some dangerous, external force. Thus
dialectic becomes a co-operative exercise against a common enemy, a device which
allows the speakers to turn their attention away from each other and out towards the
external world. The image of logos as an adversary confers on issues of argument an
objective, independent status. Difficult questions exist 'out there' and are not just manu-
factured in the course of debate.

At Philebus 43a discussion is presented not only in martial terms but also in terms
of movement. For the verbs imexatfjvaL, EJiicpEQOiiEVOv and (pevyeiv characterize
the threat posed by the new argument, and Socrates' proposed response to it, as
movement in different directions. Like two armies on a battlefield, logos moves
forward in attack while Socrates prepares to flee, wanting to 'get out of its way'. The
image here is of a 'discursive space'15 in which both logoi and the speakers are able
to move about. To address a particular issue is to engage with and meet a logos, while
avoiding an issue becomes dodging its advance and moving away into another area.
Thus debate is a situation where abstract logoi are physically present alongside the
human speakers and where both have the power to move. The different stages of a
debate are then expressed as the various movements of speakers and of logoi
themselves.

This striking idea of speakers and logoi moving around the same physical location
is presented again in the Republic in a beautiful image which, although brief, contains
a complex set of associations. The image occurs in book 6 (503a-b) as Socrates refers
to his earlier avoidance (412a) of the issue of appointing rulers. Now that the issue
of philosopher-kings is out in the open (raised at 471c), he can address the matter
of education and selection more fully. He offers a resume of the discussion so far
and comments (503a): xotaOx' dxxa f\v xd \ey6\ieva jtaQE^iovxog xai
jtaQaxaXujtTOfiEVO'U xoD Xoyoi), 7tE(po^r\\iEvov XIVEIV XO VXJV jtaoov ('Something
of this sort was said while the argument passed by and veiled its face, afraid to rouse

14 The alternative scenario of a logos escaping from a speaker is presented at Phdo. 89c ei av Etr|v xat ux
otuqituyot 6 Xoyoc; ('if I were you and the argument (the point) were to escape me/get away from me').
Cf. Parm. 135d6 (si 6e [IT), OE 6iaq;tii'§i:xai T| ciA.r)0eta, 'otherwise the truth will escape you').

'-"" The phrase 'discursive space' is used by Adi Ophir in Plato's invisible cities, discourse and power in
the Republic (1991) 124-31, and is explained thus (124): 'The dramatic space is the one unfolded and
organized by and through the movement of the dialogue's interlocutors. The discursive space is the
one unfolded and organized by and through the movement of the dialogue's arguments.' In chapter 5
'The space of discourse' (132-67), Ophir discusses spatial and journey metaphors for argument in
the Rep.
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this present debate'). The topic was left aside earlier because Socrates realized that it
would provoke anger and outrage (502d). He thus comments at 503b:

"Oxvog Y^Q, e<pr|v, co (pile, eyo), eiJtetv xa vvv djtoTexo>i|i,i](j,eva-

We shrank, my friend, ... from uttering the audacities which have now been
hazarded, (tr. Shorey)16

Socrates' apprehension is expressed in the terms oxvog and djTOT£TO?iU,r||ieva. At
503a this apprehension is transferred onto the logos itself, for it decides to pass by
because it is afraid (jte(po|3Tiuivou) to stir up controversy. If the logos had stopped and
been noticed, it would have been beckoned into the discursive space. Thus it would
have caused the interlocutors - the humans - to begin discussing it. So, with apparent
sensitivity for the smooth running of the overall debate, the logos avoids being drawn
in. The participle Jiaoe^iovxoc; suggests that the logos is quite close to the speakers as
it passes by. The logos is moving along in the same broad area as the speakers because
it is relevant to the debate in hand and requires further discussion. But it does not come
into direct contact with the speakers, for it chooses to pass by. This decision to keep
moving (suggestive of an acquaintance dodging an unwanted encounter in the street)
thus provides an interesting image for Socrates' decision to avoid a particular subject
at this point.

So much for the first participle, but what about the second - JiaQaxa^DJixo^iE VOD?

There would seem to be two reasons why the logos takes this unusual step of veiling
itself:

i) the act of veiling is a display of modesty and shame:l7 the proposal represented
by the logos is so potentially shocking and outrageous that it requires at this stage
an act of respect for conventions. The association between veiling and shame is
made explicit at Phaedrus 243b where Socrates has covered his head in a display
of shame during his defamation of Love. With the veil the logos imposes silence
on itself and draws out of the public domain.

ii) The image of covering oneself up (the verb is also used for disguise) conveys
deliberate concealment. The logos is afraid of stirring up unwelcome debate and
so tries to avoid drawing attention to itself. It wants to pass by without being
seen.

16 Paul Shorey's translation of Rep. appears in Plato, collected dialogues, E. Hamilton and H. Cairns (edd.),
Bollingen Series LXXI (1961). Other translations used from this collection are: Lane Cooper
(Euthyphro); W.K.C. Guthrie (Meno) and F.M. Cornford (Theaetetus).

17 See Cairns, Aidos 15 n.15 on 'averting the gaze or seeking to hide oneself in the phenomenology of
shame and aidos, and 292-3 on the act of veiling: 'The veiling of one's head is a typical uiV/ew-reaction.
a consequence of the fear of being seen and part of the general complex of associations between aidos
and the eyes.' Also on veiling as an act of modesty and shame see Cairns, '"Off with her odocbq":
Herodotus 1.8.3-4', Classical Quarterly n.s. 46 (1996) 78-83, esp. 79-80.
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Thus Socrates' tactful avoidance of controversy is expressed in the image of a topic
modestly drawing a veil over itself. But secondly, this quiet exit, observed by no one
except Socrates, suggests his skill in manipulating the course of the conversation.
Socrates is the only one aware that a subject has been dropped. In terms of the person-
ification of logos, the image suggests not only that the logos is present and moves within
the discursive space but also that it is aware of the progress of the debate between the
speakers. For the action of the logos shows that it understands its own relevance to and
impact on the discussion. By moving unseen through and out of the discursive space
the logos avoids 'setting in motion' (xivelv)18 a controversial debate. Because the
subject of how to select rulers has been raised in a preliminary way, this particular logos
is present in the debate, but since it is not to be developed, the logos leaves the area.
Thus Plato offers an unusual and evocative image for the situation where a speaker
avoids developing a point.19

Similarly, the change to a new topic of conversation is represented by the parallel
image of logos entering the discursive space. At Republic 503a the logos disappears
when it is not discussed, and at Sophist 231b, as Socrates speaks of anew subject under
discussion, the logos is said to have 'appeared' beside the speakers, ev xw vuv X6yu>
jragacpavevu ('in the present discussion that has just appeared'). This image of inde-
pendent logoi able to decide on their own entrances and exits in discussion is used also
in the Theaetetus (184a) and Phaedrus (260e). In the Theaetetus passage Socrates
envisages how new logoi might enter the debate shamelessly and so obscure the main
subject (184a):

xcxi TO [ieyioxov, ov evexa 6 \6yoc, &Q\ir\xai, t7iiaxr\\ir\c, JTEQL TI JTOT' EOXIV,

doxejttov yevTiTai imo xrov ejtetoxcofia^ovxcov ^oycov, el' TIC; aiixolg

and the most important issue, on account of which the debate was initiated, the
nature of knowledge, might become unobserved, because of the arguments
rushing in like disorderly revellers, if someone is persuaded by them.

Here the unwanted logoi (which represent digressions) burst into the discursive space
like gatecrashers into a party, and in the ensuing confusion threaten to obscure the
original subject of debate. Elsewhere in the same dialogue other unwanted digressions
pose a threat in the form of a flood of water (177b-c):

The verb xivelv is used similarly at Polit. 277d5 and 297c8. See Rowe's note on Polit. 272d5 and the
idea of 'moving' or 'waking up' (eyetQCo) an account (C.J. Rowe, Plato: Statesman (1995)).
Rep. 503a echoes Pindar Nem. 5.14-19. The passages share both the context of risk and the idea of a
thought or argument choosing to remain unseen. In Nem. 5 the poet declares: 'I shrink from telling of a
mighty deed. I one ventured not in accord with justice' and elaborates: oxdoonai' ov to ia j iaaa xepottov
I ipaivoiau jijjoocoitov dXdOet' dtQE5tr|5 ('I will halt, for not every exact truth I is better for showing its
face'; tr. W.H. Race. Pindar U (1997)). "
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jieoi, (.lev ovv xoiixcov, EJtei8if) xod jraQeoya xir/xdvei A.eyouxva, djtooxd)|,iEV
- el oe (xr|, JtA8LO) dei, emogeovxa xaxa/cbaei f|uxov xov e§ aQ/fjg koyov - em
Se xd eYutooaOev l'<x>|i£v, el xai ooi Soxet.

So concerning these matters, since really they are a digression, let us stop our
discussion - but if not, a constant stream of more and more topics will flood in
and will bury our original argument - so let us go back to where we were before,
if you agree.20

At Phaedrus 260e-261a the logoi come forward of their own accord and are formally
introduced by the human speakers. In the debate on the relationship between knowledge
and rhetoric, rhetoric (personified) takes for granted that she is a science, but Socrates
has some doubts:

S: For I seem as it were to hear certain arguments approaching and solemnly
protesting even before the case comes to court that she is lying, (toajreo yag
dxoijav ooxto xivoov jtooaiovxwv xai StajxaQxuQo^ievcov koyiav, oxi

P: We need these arguments, Socrates, bring them here before us and examine
what they say and how they say it.

S: Come here, then, you noble beasts, and persuade Phaedrus ... (tr. Rowe)21

Here the personified logoi, like witnesses in the preliminary stages of a trial, come
forward into the court to make an obstructive plea (a diamarturia).22 So these logoi
purposefully enter the debate to make their contribution.

Alongside the familiar metaphors of interlocutors travelling and journeying, these
images of logoi moving into and out of the debate create the effect of argument as a

20 Compare Phaedrus 229d.
21 C.J. Rowe, Plato: Phaedrus (1986).
22 In The shape of Athenian law (1993), S.C. Todd explains the procedure of a diamarturia (136):

'Diamarturia is a formal assertion of fact by means of a witness. The witness is produced before a
magistrate during the preliminary stages of a trial, and the fact to which he testifies is one which has a
binding legal impact on the course of that trial ... The ideal use of diamarturia is clear: its effect is to
bar the original hearing, because the witness is deemed to be telling the truth until the opposite is proved:
if the plaintiff wishes to proceed further, he must sue the witness in a dike pseudomarturion.' In Plato's
image the question, 'does the man who knows need the science of rhetoric?', constitutes a court case
involving personified rhetoric. Before the formal hearing of this case certain arguments present
themselves as witnesses and offer an obstructive plea ('Rhetoric is lying when she says that she is a
science'), designed to prevent this particular case coming to trial. Phaedrus, as the magistrate of the court,
will have to decide whether or not the trial goes ahead. This legal image presents the situation where a
subsidiary point in debate is shown to have an important bearing on the main issue. If the evidence of
the logoi is accepted and it is decided that rhetoric is not a science, the original question will have to be
modified before progress can continue.
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series of coming and goings. Movement is used to express both the activity of working
through a set of questions (getting from a to b) and the structuring of a debate, where
different subjects are raised and dropped. The dialogues are full of such imagery and
indeed it is difficult to conceive of dialectic without the idea of movement. Further, on
the nature of language in general, Plato observes - albeit in a playful passage - that
language itself is always in motion (Cratylus 408c):23 OioGa OTI 6 Xoyoc, TO ndv
cniuaivEi Hal KVKXEI xai Jio^eT deL ('You know that speech signifies everything and
circles and always ranges around'). In view of this conception of logos as, it would
seem, necessarily mobile, it is at first surprising to find that Plato on occasion prizes
stillness and stability within the realms of discourse and thought. Indeed, in a number
of works Plato sets up an antithesis between the motion and stillness of logos and char-
acterizes movement in highly negative terms. In part 21 shall consider Plato's antithesis
between moving and still logoi and shall show how Plato's attitudes to motion are
deeply rooted in his cultural background.

Part 2: Is the best kind of logos moving or still?

Part 2 consists of two sections: (2.1) motion as disturbance and (2.2) circles of
perfection. It is the task of the first section to show how Plato develops a well-
established unease about disorderly motion and how in his accounts of discourse and
thought he draws on poetic language of motion as disturbance. In the second section
(2.2) I shall demonstrate how Plato finally resolves the tension between movement and
stillness by means of the idea of circular motion, which is used to characterize both
thought and speech. Overall, the aim of part 2 is to establish Plato's attitude towards
moving and static logoi and, put simply, my question becomes: 'in Platonic terms is
the best kind of logos moving or still?'

2.1. Motion as disturbance

In Greek culture before Plato there is a strain of thought whereby the concept of fixity
is positive and whereby disorderly movement signifies disruption, trouble and
turmoil.24 The essential contrast is between unmoved calm and disturbance caused by

21 In a similar vein, at Tht. 202a certain demonstrative pronouns and accompanying adjectives are said to
'run around' everywhere as they attach themselves to different nouns: ejiei. oiibk TO a i ixo Olios TO
i x 11 v o ou6& TO e x a o x o v oiifte TO \I 6 v o v oiiSe x o v T O jTooaoicrteov oi)6' akka nolla TotrxDTtr
TaOxa (lev yao ra-Qixgexovxa ̂ f*01 JigocKpepeaOai, £Teoa OVTO: exeivcov 0I5 jiooo-riOeTat (' We ought
not even to add "just" or "it" or "each" or "alone" or "this", or any other of a host of such terms. These
terms, running loose about the place, are attached to everything, and they are distinct from the things to
which they are applied'; tr. Cornford).
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or linked with motion. Thus Archilochus addresses his soul (West 128): 8u|ie, Qv\i\
oi|rr|)cdvoio"i xr|Seatv xiixcb^ieve ('Soul, my soul, stirred up by hopeless troubles'),
and Sappho describes the shock of love (L-P 130): "Eoog Sr|ijxe n' 6 /.uaiiiEXrig 56vet,
('Once again limb-loosening Love makes me tremble').25 In Greek medical writing
movement can indicate that something is wrong in the human body. Helen King26 has
discussed the De mulierum ajfectibus and its view of the physical cause of hysteria:
'namely, the tendency of the womb to run wild within the body if it is not allowed to
conceive' (116). When all is working well, the womb stays in its place but when its
natural functions are impeded, it begins to move around the woman's body, causing all
sorts of physical maladies.27 Similarly, for Alcmaeon the brain can stay in place or can
shift position, and if it shifts, the movement incapacitates the senses in different ways.28

This association between motion and disturbance is also used by Thucydides at the very
opening of book 1. First Thucydides refers to the war as a vxvxyjv; (lit. a 'movement')
and second draws a contrast between the migrations of tribes in ancient Hellas and the
stability of the society at Athens. There is no doubt as to which form of social life
Thucydides prefers, as he ranges movement, disruption and disunity against stability,
security and political unity (2.5-6):

triv yoi3v 'AXTLXT]V ex xoij em JT^EIOTOV 6id TO ^enxoyEcov aaxaoiaaxov
ovoav dv9QcojtOL a>xouv ol ocuxol alei, ... ex yo'Q xfjg dWir|c; 'EXkaboc, oi
Ko\e\.i(p i\ oxdoEt exmjrxovxec; jTao"A0Tivai,ouc; oi Suvaxwxaxot (be; (3e|3aiov
6v d

24 See e.g. the use of e'[UT£&O5 in Homer, which denotes steadfastness in the battle-line and in personal
conduct (//. 5.254, 527; 16.520; 18.158; and Od. 11 .152 ,628; 17.464; 19.493; 21.426 and 22.226), and
the positive association between the absence of movement and peace at Bacchylides 5 .199-200 ( toug 6
MxytaTOJtdTtoQ I Zeuc; c'mvr|Toi!g EV e tnr |v[g cpuXdooot). Deborah Steiner (The crown of song (1986))
discusses how Pindar uses symbols of motion to represent impermanence and instability in human life
(ch. 6 'Winds and waves ' . 66 -70 ) and how storm imagery is contrasted with that of good weather. Further,
she explains how at Pyth. 5 .10-11 and Isth. 7.23 Pindar develops the contrast between motion and fixity
through supporting imagery of light and darkness: 'Pindar thus turns his metaphors towards his enco-
miastic ends, celebrating the man who may transcend the motion-filled condition in which he lives, and
achieve one fixed moment of calm and sunshine ' (72).

25 Tr. D.A. Campbell , Greek lyric 1, Sappho and Alcaeus (1990).
26 H. King, 'Bound to bleed: Artemis and Greek w o m e n ' in A. Cameron and A. Kuhrt (cdd.). Images of

women in antiquity (1983) 109-41.
-7 Lesley Dean-Jones in Women 's bodies in classical Greek science (1994) discusses the Hippocratic view that

the womb could relocate to other parts of a woman's body ('The "wandering womb'" 69-77) and sets out the
various verbs used for the womb's movement (e.g. oxQEtpd), TQEJTCO, £mpoAAu>, ê i|3cxXX(j), jTQoajrtjrrio, Of (o,
O£iiou,ai). She comments on Plato's use of the idea of the mobile womb (Tim. 91 b-d) and makes the important
observation (70): 'The Hippocratics never describe the womb explicitly as an individual animal wandering at
will within the body of a woman, in fact the gynaecologists never use the verb "to wander" (jtAdvio) to describe
the womb's movements'. Why Plato should have added this term to the vocabulary of the womb's movements
is not considered by Dean-Jones, but is important for my discussion on wandering in Plato (below). Plato
introduces the idea of 'wandering' to bring the concept of the mobile womb into line with his distinction
between orderly and disorderly motion whereby 'wandering' becomes a sign of irrationality.

28 For Alcmaeon's views, as reported in Theophrastus' Fragment on sensation, ch. 26, see James Longrigg.
Greek rational medicine: philosophy and medicine from Alcmaeon to the Alexandrians (1993) 47-81, esp. 58.
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It is interesting to observe that Attica, which, because of the poverty of her soil,
was remarkably free from political disunity, has always been inhabited by the
same race of people ... for when people were driven out from other parts of
Greece by war or by disturbances, the most powerful of them took refuge in
Athens, as being a stable society, (tr. Warner)29

Ruth Padel30 has noted other Greek texts where movement is presented as negative and
her account ('Inner movement: source of knowledge, sign of pain', 65-8) focuses on
movement as 'a sign of something wrong' (67). She observes a concern with such
movement across a range of fields: 'In one way or another, fifth-century philosophers,
historians, and scientists are all concerned with conflicted, hurtful, important
movement' (66).3' While the Greeks did indeed see movement as a source of disruption
and turmoil, it is important to remember that they also viewed some types of movement
as natural and to be welcomed. To take Hippocratic views as an example: while the
movement of the womb around the body is problematic, the movement of fluids and
substances through the body is natural and necessary, as in the case of air, of blood as
the carrier of nutriments, and of semen moving through the 'spermatic veins'.32 It is
when such movement is blocked that diseases occur, as can be seen in De virginum
morbis where the author tells that when the exit of the womb is closed and thus impedes
the flow of blood, women experience sluggishness, numbness and, finally, delirium.33

In more abstract terms, movement is positive when a journey in thought leads to a new
discovery, as Parmenides describes in his sublime proem, or when a poet is transported
to fresh insights and powers of expression via the 'chariot of the Muses'.34 When
Pindar's poems make their voyages out, their power of movement is contrasted
positively with the immobility of statues, and their journeys abroad spread the fame of
the poet and victor. Thus the movement of the poems is a mark of their success.35 In

: 9 R. Warner, Tlnnydides, the Peloponnesian nw(1954).
•"' Ruth Padel, In and out of the mind (1992).
" While Padel allows that 'movement is also the source of being moved, of interest, intensity, and

excitement' (In and out 68), her emphasis remains on movement as destructive and painful.
-12 See Longrigg, Greek rational medicine, e.g. 37 (air), 62 (blood), 68 (pneuma), 79-80 (semen). In view

of these necessary movements, Padel's claim that 'Greeks do not have our sense that perpetual movement
within is normal' (In and out 67) would seem to be too sweeping.

" Sec Longrigg. Greek rational medicine 42-3; King, 'Bound to bleed', and Dean Jones, Women's bodies
50-1 and 123-35.

'4 On the image of the chariot of the Muses and of the poem as a journey see R. Harriott, Poetry and criticism
before Plato (1969) 63-8, and Steiner, Crown, ch. 7 'Pindar's paths' (76-86).

•'5 Pindar, Nem. 5.1-3 O\m dv&QiavTOJioiog el^i', WOT' eXtviiaovxa kgya^eoBai ayaX\iax' kif avxag
fSuOuiooq I eaxaox'' akk' mi ra'taag 6Xxd6og EV x' cocdxto, ykvuzT uoi,6d, I axet^' djt' Atytvag,
biayyekkaia\ Sit ... ( i am not a sculptor, so as to fashion stationary I statues that stand on their same
base. I Rather on board every ship I and in every boat, sweet song, I go forth from Aigina and spread the
news ...' (tr. Race). Steiner notes the positive aspects of this mobility (66-7): 'the ode's power to travel
to the far corners of the earth, through space and time, and so to spread the glory of its patron'. For further
comments on how Pindar attributes the power of movement to his poetry and how this is a positive feature,
see Steiner, 39, 75 and 85.
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view of the positive aspects of movement in Greek thought, it would seem more precise
to say that movement can be a sign of something wrong, when that movement is
disorderly. My contention is, then, that there is in Greek thought a general unease about
disorderly motion and that Plato, influenced by this, reproduces in his dialogues the
tension between disorderly motion and the positive aspects of stability. This can be
seen in Plato's development of two well-established poetic images of disorderly
motion: wandering and rolling.

2.1.1. Wandering and rolling

To begin with wandering: the 'wandering mind' is in poetry and myth an image of
madness,36 and the inner movement of madness or of suffering is often linked
with external wandering. Padel notes the case of Io, whose madness 'drives her
limbs into wandering',37 and Dowden38 links the Io story with that of the daughters
of Proitus, who, after being driven mad by Hera, wander the woods of Arcadia. Dowden
comments on the use of wandering in such myths: 'Wandering is indeed a characteristic
form of segregation of initiands from civilised society' (90). Wandering as a form
of segregation, where people find themselves outside social norms, and as a sign
of inner turmoil, is already well established in Homer:39 e.g. in Iliad 10.91-2 Nestor
asks Agamemnon why he is out in the camp in the darkness of night, and the king
replies:

cb6', ejiei oft \ioi kn o ^ a o i vriSujiog imvoc;

I wander thus because sweet sleep does not settle upon my eyes, but war troubles
me and the woes of the Achaeans.40

A second common image of motion as disturbance in Greek poetry is that of storms

36 See Padel, In and out ( 3 1 , 8 3 , 121, 176), and Whom gods destrox: elements of Greek and tragic madness
(1995) ch.10 'Madness as "wander ing" ' and ch. l 1 'Resonances of wander ing ' .

37 In and out 121. For the wandering motif, see also PV 572, 576. 585 etc.; Or. 466; Aj. 886 and OT 3,
122-3, etc.

18 Ken Dowden, Death and the maiden (1989).
w See Padel, Whom gods 108-9.
40 The external movement of wandering is closely linked with inner movement in these lines, as

Agamemnon goes on to say that his heart is not E|ijredov (94) (see note 24 above). For a negative view
of wandering in general, see Od. 15.343 where Odysseus informs Eumaeus JTlayxtoaiiVTic; 6' oiix EITTL
xay.iinxQov aWo) |3ooToTaiv ('than wandering nothing is more evil for mortals'). See also Archilochus
130 (West) lines 4-5 EJIEITGI noXkd ytverat xcmd, I xat fitou x0TjftTj jtJuxvaxai xut voou jtc<Qi']oooc
('then comes much trouble, and a man wanders in need of food and distraught in mind'; tr. J.M. Edmonds
(adapted), Elegy and iambus II (1931)).
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at sea.41 One particular aspect of this storm imagery is that of the rolling movement of
the waves, whipped up by the winds and threatening disaster to those at sea. Alcaeus
famously tells of the trials of political upheaval (L-P 326):

OTCXOIV

TO |iev ydo evBev xfiu« X I J H V O E T O I i,42

TO 6' ev0ev, d^jxeg 8' 6v TO [xeooov
vai (poQr|ji|ieOa ovv \iE\aiva,

^oxOevxeg [ieyaX(p \iaka-

I fail to understand the direction of the winds: one wave rolls in from this side,
another from that, and we in the middle are carried along in company with our
black ship, much distressed in the great storm, (tr. Campbell)

The verb xuA.ivoou,ai is the normal word for the rolling movement of waves and is
often used as part of Homer's vocabulary of storms.43 When Homer uses storm
vocabulary as an image of suffering and disaster, the rolling wave comes to signify the
swelling up of danger and trouble, a feature that occurs in both the Iliad and Odyssey.
At Iliad 11.347 Hector in battle is likened to a storm-wave which rolls against his
enemies, vrotv 6f| To5e JT%CX XIAIVOETOU, 6|3QI^OC; "EXTCOQ ('this disaster is rolled
against us, this massive Hector'), and similarly, at Odyssey 2.163 'great disaster' is said
to be 'rolled' against the suitors (xotoiv ydo (xeya nf\\ia xuAivoexai).44 Further, the
verbs xuAivSco/xiAiv&oum have other negative connotations in Homer, which
strengthen the association between the ideas of rolling and disorder.

In the Iliad xv\ivbo\iai is used of an injured horse writhing in pain around a fixed
arrowhead (8.86) and of a person in grief rolling on the ground and covering himself
with dung, e.g. Iliad 24.639-40 where the distraught Priam tells of his pain:

all' diet OTEvd/co xod xf|8ea uuoia jreaaro,
auX,fjc; ev xoQTOiai XUA.IV56U.EVOC; xcnrd XOJTQOV.45

day and night I groan, brooding over the countless griefs,
groveling in the dung that fills my walled-in court, (tr. Fagles)46

41 On storm imagery in Greek poetry in general see Padel, In and out 8 1 - 8 ( 'Flow and s torm') , and for
Pindar 's use of storm imagery see Steiner, Crown 6 6 - 7 2 .

4 : The verb xiiXtvoi-xui ( ' rol ls ' ) will be examined in the Platonic context (below).
43 //. 1 1.307; 14.18; Od. 5.296. When waves are described as rolling in Homer, the usual context is that of

a storm at sea, where the language of rolling conveys the destructive force of the waves . On one occasion
only (Od. 9.147) rolling is used as a neutral description of the movement of large waves at sea.

44 See also //. 17.99, 17.688 and Od. 8.81. J .B. Hainsworth (A commentary on Homer's Odyssey I (1988)),
identifies the use of KD^tvoexo at Od. 8.81 as a 'traditional metaphor ' (352).

45 See also //. 22.414, 24.165 and Nicholas Richardson 's comments on this act of mourning (The Iliad: a
commentary \ (1991) 150).

46 R. Fag le s , Homer, The Iliad (1991).
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Thus rolling is used for the disorderly physical motion that expresses a creature's
pain and suffering. But Homer also speaks of objects 'rolling around' -bodies, helmets
and boulders - and here too xi)Xi,v6o(^ai has pronounced negative connotations. At
Iliad 11.146 Agamemnon kills Hippolochus, slashes off his arms and head and
sends his body rolling through the crowd: yfilQaz, and îcpe'i xur^ag djto x' aii^eva
xotyac; I b\\iov o' (be, eoaeve xuAiv&ea0ai Si' onflow. The image captures both the
violence of Agamemnon's act and the total humiliation of Hippolochus who (now dead)
has not only lost control over his own movement but also is being treated as a common
object rather than a person. The idea of an object rolling around is used to prefigure a
person's injury or death at both Iliad 13.579 and 16.794, where the rolling object is a
helmet, knocked from the head of a warrior.47 In both passages the helmet is described
as rolling around on the ground ([iexd jioooi; Jtoooiv iicp' I'jtJtcov), a detail which
expresses lowliness and dishonour.48 A warrior's helmet should remain fixed on his
head; if not, the warrior himself, like the helmet, will soon be propelled by forces
beyond his control. At Iliad 13.142 a boulder rolling downhill signifies the loss of
control that attends battle frenzy. Here Hector sweeps forward in battle like a boulder
rolling headlong down a slope, the momentum of which is increased by the motion
downwards. Like the boulder, Hector is not in control of his own movement,49 and in
both cases the uncontrolled motion unleashes a destructive force: as a rolling wave will
sweep away all that is before it, so will the boulder on the slope and Hector on the
battlefield.

The verb Kv\ivbw/xvXivbo\iai is used 15 times in the Iliad, with all the occurrences
signifying disturbance or trouble in some way: first, rolling is used to express the
violence of a natural force which will sweep away everything in its path; second, the
rolling around of creatures conveys pain and grief; and thirdly, the rolling of objects
on the ground represents defeat, dishonour and the loss of control. The use of the verb
in the Odyssey paints a similar picture, the only exception being the neutral description
of waves at sea at 9.147. The other nine appearances of 'rolling' in the Odxssex are

47 At / / . 13.578-9 Helenus strikes Deipyrus and shears off his helmet; the helmet falls to the ground and one
of the soldiers picks it up as it rolls among the feet of the fighters (f| u i v anoi\\o.~fyf)£iaa xa[ ia i JTEOE,
Ha t t t 5 'A^at iov I uxnovanevcov u,eia jroaa'tKuXtvdou-evriv sno tuoae ) . In the space of one line Deipyrus
is dead. Similarly at 16.794-6, when Apollo knocks off Patroclus' helmet (which he has borrowed from
Achilles), attention is drawn to the fate of the helmet itself: f| 5e xuXivoouivr) xavctxrjv t%t i roaatv
iicp' ijijt(i)v I aiiXcomg TQtxpdXeta, u,tdvGr|oav S E EBEtyat I al'(j,ati x a l xovirjat. Since Patroclus will
soon be dead, the helmet rolling on the ground prefigures the fate of the man. R. Janko (The Iliad: a
commentary IV (1992)411), observes on / / . 16.794: 'The poet dwells on this moving detail as if it stands
for the hero's own head lying in the dust.' Cf. 112 on //. 13.526-30: 'falling objects rolling noisily on
the battlefield are a topos'.

48 This association of rolling with defeat and dishonour appears again at //. 14.411, where Aias strikes Hector
on the chest with a boulder, making him spin like a top and then fall to the ground. The boulder is one
of many that had been used to prop up the ships and 'had rolled among the feet of the combatants' ( J IUQ'
jroot |xaQvauiva>v mvXivbexo). The stone is thus ordinary and common, a lowly object which
prefigures the lowly state of the defeated Hector.

4<> See R. Janko, //. comm. IV 62. on the boulder comparison and on the force behind Hector's motion.
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linked in some way with trouble, disaster or the loss of control.50 As in the Iliad, rolling
expresses how an individual can lose control over his own movement and thus be at
the mercy of powerful external forces. At Odyssey 1.162 Telemachus imagines his
father dead and visualizes his bones 'rotting in the rain' or churned around in the sea:
oi) of| ixov A.£ijx' ooxea JTOBEXCU 6|xpQto I xei|iev' en' firaipoij, f\ ELV aXi nv\ia
xuAivSei ('whose white bones, it may be, rot in the rain as they lie upon the mainland,
or the wave rolls them in the sea'). This passage is neatly echoed much later in the poem
when Odysseus, in the guise of a beggar, describes to Eumaeus how he was shipwrecked
and rolled helplessly along by a wave (14.314-15): evvfi|iaQ cpeo6|ir]v, 6exdxr) 6e \IE
vuxxl (leAmvrj I yairj ©EOTTQCOTCOV jteXaoev {ieya xCjxa xuAivoov ('for nine days I
drifted, and on the tenth night, in darkness, a great wave rolled me and brought me to
the shore of the Thesprotians'). When Eumaeus tells Penelope of the beggar's tale, he
uses the intensive - and highly unusual - form of the verb,
to convey his plight (Odyssey 17.524-5):

EV0EV 6T] vOv OEUQO X65' i'xexo JTr

from there he has made his way to this place, suffering hardships,
driven helpless along, (tr. Lattimore)52

The beggar 'rolls on' in his travels because, prey to misfortune, he has lost control of
his own movement and his own fate. LSJ translate this instance of JTQOJTQOXUXIVOOHCU

as 'wandering from place to place', fusing together the two ideas of rolling and
wandering with their shared connotation of helplessness.

In these two poetic images of rolling and wandering, disorderly motion signifies
trouble and suffering. The preferable alternative to disorderly motion in all these
instances is stability. The action of rolling, whether that of waves in storms or of objects

so Oil. 5.296 describes waves rolling in a stormy sea and the related image of trouble rolling upon people
like a great wave is used at 2.163 and 8.81. xuAivdou,at denotes writhing around in grief at 4.541 (repeated
at 10.499): oumio EJIEI xXaitov TE xi>Xtv86u,evo5 xe xoQeoQr\v, and the verb is used to convey Sisyphus'
loss of control as he seeks to complete his hopeless task (11.598, aiitig ejiutxa JIE&OV&E xvXivbeTO
XaaQ avai6f|5).

11 The intensive verb jr,QOTtQOXi>A.tvoo|j,at occurs only twice in Homer, in the passage quoted and at //.
22.221, where Athene tells Achilles it would now be futile for Apollo to grovel before Zeus on behalf of
Hector. On //. 22.221 Richardson (//. comm. V 131) comments: 'This is remarkably contemptuous
towards Apollo, especially jXQOjrgoxi>Xtv66uxvo5 ... jiQOJXQOxiAtv&ouxvog means 'grovelling in front
of" as a suppliant, like Priam when supplicating the Trojans, xuXtv66u.EVOS xuxd XOJIQOV, at 414a; ...
This vivid compound recurs at Od. 17.525, and nowhere else in later literature.' Joseph Russo
(A commentary on Homer's Odyssey III (1992) 44) explains the verb's sound effect:
•jrg(OTooxuXiv66(i!VO5 onomatopoeically recreates the forward rolling it signifies, as it takes us all the
way to the penthemimeral caesura in completely dactylic movement. It occurs only here and at //. 22.221,
and nowhere else in Greek literature.'

52 R. Lattimore, The Odyssey of Homer (1965).
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moving randomly, signifies danger and the loss of control. Trouble and disaster are
presented as forces that knock a person off balance: a rolling person or object does not
enjoy a steady, regular motion but is in disarray, pitched into chaos by some outside
force. The preferable alternative to this confused state is to remain in control of one's
own movement. The action of wandering signifies anxiety, madness and separation.
Inner anxiety and distress is expressed by the need for external movement beyond one's
normal bounds. Remaining static in one's rightful place is the preferable alternative to
being forced to roam in unfamiliar surroundings. In both these images motion is the
result of a loss of stability and so a polarity is established between disorderly motion
(negative) and stillness (positive).

2.1.2. Motion as disturbance in Plato

Plato adopts the established poetic images of wandering and rolling and uses them in
various ways in his exploration of logos. Perplexity is imaged as a helpless wandering
to and fro (Hippias Minor 376c): SJTEQ uivxoi jrodai e^eyov, eycb jteol xomxa dvco
xai xdxco jrlavmum xod ouoejtoxe xoaixd \xov Soxei ('As I was saying before I
wander all over the place concerning these matters and am always changing my
opinion'), and throughout the dialogues wandering is used as a motif for confusion,
irrationality and ontological instability.53 For example, in the Timaeus as Plato contrasts
the work of Reason and Necessity, the latter, which is associated 'not with order and
intelligibility, but with disorder and random chance' (Cornford),54 is identified also as
'the wandering cause' (TO xfjg JtA,ava)|jivr|c; elSog aixiag, 48a7). Similarly, rolling is
used to signify disorder in logos in various ways, as will be shown later. For the moment
let it simply be noted that Plato applies storm imagery to logos when he presents
dialectic as a voyage and difficulties in argument as dangers in a stormy sea. For
example, in the Republic Socrates speaks of 'waves of paradox' that threaten to
overwhelm the speakers55 and elsewhere we hear of 'the tempest of logic' and of
speakers being 'storm-tossed' on the sea of argument (Philebus 29b):56 )(£i[ia£,6[.i£0a
ydg> ovxcog vn djiooiac; ev xoig vuv AxSyoic; ('We really are storm-tossed by difficulty
in this present discussion'). Thus Plato makes use of the established opposition between
stability and disorderly motion.

But there is evidence that Plato characterizes not just disorderly motion, but motion
perse, as negative and as inferior to stability. In various passages Plato reveals a marked
preference for stability over all movement. For example, in ethics stability ([3e|3cu6xr|c;)

53 See also Hipp. Min. 372e; Hipp. Maj. 304c; Prot. 356d; Ale. 117a-118b; Phdr. 263b; Soph. 230b; Phdo.
%\&, and Rep. 479d.

54 F.M. Cornford, Plato's cosmology (1937) 165.
55 E.g. Rep. 472a, 457b, 457c, 473c!
56 E.g. Euthyd. 277d; 293a; Lack. 194c; Tht. 177b, 184a; Phil. 14a. Compare the image of argument as a

strong river at Laws 892c-93b.
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is one of the features of a good life, alongside order and peace {Republic 503c), and in
epistemology a connection is established between truth and fixity in passages such as
Phaedo 90c9 (|3efkuou); Timaeus 37b8 (PE|3<XIOI); and Laws 653a8 (P£[3cucwg). This
preference for stability is manifest in the nature of the Forms - constant, eternal,
admitting no change or movement.57 It is in the context of this marked antithesis
between motion and rest that one must view Plato's accounts of moving logoi. The
antithesis can be clearly seen in the Euthyphro, where Plato explains the difference
between fixed and mobile logoi.

In the Euthyphro Socrates questions the young man about the nature of holiness and
Euthyphro in confusion laments (lib): JceQiEQXExai y&Q JTCOC; fplv del o dv
TtQo6d)[XE6a >cal ovx EBE^EI UXVEIV OJTOU dv i8Qua<i>u,£0a aiixo ('Somehow
everything that we put forward keeps moving around for us, and nothing wants to stay
where we put it'; tr. Cooper, adapted). Socrates then compares the statements to the
statues of Daedalus which go running off (djiooi5ndax£i) and agrees that they will
indeed not stand still (^EVEIV, 1 Ic6). Euthyphro retorts that it is not he but Socrates
who has the power of Daedalus, because it is Socrates who has made the statements
'move about' (JIEQIIEVCII). AS far as Euthyphro is concerned the statements 'would have
held their place' (EMXVEV dv, 1 ldl). Thus it is the effect of Socratic questioning that
has caused Euthyphro's statements to 'go walking off (15b, pad^oviEg). Without
scrutiny, Euthyphro's statements are apparently stable, but when tested, they reveal
themselves as highly mobile, that is, inconsistent. A sound argument in this context
would be one that remained stable, a point made explicitly by Socrates himself when
he says (lid) that he would rather see their arguments 'stand fast and hold their ground'
((JEVELV xcd dxivr|TU)g loQXJo9ai).

Thus Plato presents the view that a stable argument is a sound argument, reflecting
a fixed, consistent intellectual opinion, whereas a moving argument is one confounded
by the speaker's confusion and self-contradiction. David Sansone (Aeschylean
metaphors) observes that at Agamemnon 1184-5 Cassandra's image of logos leaving
behind hunting-tracks is particularly appropriate to the spoken word. He then notes
(91): 'Abstract thought and logic must await the development of writing in order for
language to "stand still" (Plato, Euthyphro 15b)'. But Plato's point here is different
from Sansone's, since this section of the Euthyphro has nothing to do with the question
of the relationship between the written and spoken word. Plato does not suggest here
that the spoken word is necessarily more mobile than writing, since Socrates' comment
at 1 Id clearly opens up the possibility of live discussion attaining stability through
sound arguments - a point reinforced by the discussion at Phaedrus 276a where living
speech is 'written in the soul of the learner'. Further, even if Euthyphro's propositions
had been written down as he discoursed with Socrates, this would not have prevented

S7 See e.g. Phdo. 78d (oa'xr) f| ot ioia f|5 \ 6 y o v 6i6o|iEV xov eivcw ... JIOTCQOV cboaiitcog hex e/ei x a x a
xoaixd fj aKkox' dXXiug; ... 'Qaauxtog ... avdyxr | ... naia xaiixd 8%ELV) and Symp. 211b (atixo xaQ'
aiixo IXEG' m'jxotj [lovoeiSec; del 6v).
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his confusion. For it is perfectly possible to write down an illogical and contradictory
argument. For Socrates and Plato propositions can only 'stand still' when they are
logical and sound, regardless of whether they are written down. Confusion, then, is
associated with motion, and clarity and certainty with fixity and stability.58 This polarity
of fixity and motion occurs also in the Meno (97d-98a) as Socrates again makes use
of the motif of Daedalus. This time it is inner thoughts rather than external statements
that are compared to the volatile statues, as Socrates observes:

True opinions are a fine thing and do all sorts of good so long as they stay in their
place (jxapajjivcooiv), but they will not stay (OIJX eBekruai Jtaoauiveiv) long.
They run away from a man's mind (ahka SfjaJTExeiiouaiv ex xf]g i|n!)[fjg xoO
avBocbjiov); so they are not worth much until you tether them (or|OT|) by working
out the reason. That process, my dear Meno, is recollection ... Once they are tied
down (oeBwotv), they become knowledge, and are stable (HOVIJIOI). That is why
knowledge is something more valuable than right opinion, (tr. Guthrie).

As Plato's thought develops, his language of fixed and mobile propositions becomes
part of a much wider polarity of fixity and motion, in which it is fixity and stability that
are prized. For in the ontology and epistemology of later dialogues, the eternal, constant
Forms alone give rise to fixed knowledge, whereas the flux of phenomena merely
generates unsteady belief and opinion. Further, these different states of cognition are
reflected in different types of verbal accounts. For the kinds of thoughts a person has
determine the kinds of accounts they give. Words mirror thoughts and, further, both
are related to one's view of outer reality. Two examples illustrate the point. First, in
the Theaetetus Theodoras describes the impossibility of debating with the followers of
Heraclitus. For these thinkers hold a view of 'moving reality' and accordingly
(Theaetetus 180a): akV ei) Jtdvu cpuXdxxcnjai TO |ir|Sev pe(3aLov edv elvai |ir|x' ev
^oyco uV|T5 ev rale, avx&v ipuxalg ('but they take very good care to leave nothing
settled either in discourse or in their own minds'; tr. Cornford). In contrast, accounts
of the fixed reality of Being are themselves stable and unchanging (Timaeus 29b6-c 1):

Concerning a likeness, then, and its model we must make this distinction: an
account is of the same order (cruYYEvelg) as the things which it sets forth - (xov
[XEV ovv ^ovi^ou xod |3e|3aicru xai u.exd vov xaxaqpavofjg uoviuoug xod
d|iexajrta)xcn)g - xaO' oaov olov xe xai dve^eyxxoig Jigoafixei ^oyoig eivai
xai dvixf|xoig [A; dxivrrxoig F],59 xoitxcru Sel jir}oev eXXeineiv) - an account

5 8 Compare Gorg. 527b where a proven argument 'stands steadfast' (OUTOC f|QE[ia 6 Xoyoc;) and 508e-509a
where established points are described as 'held fast and bound by arguments of steel and adamant'
(xaxexe ta t x a i 6E6ET(IL . . . at6r|Qol5 x a i aSatiavttvotc; Xoyotg).

5 9 The text is disputed. F.M. Cornford (Plato '.v cosmology) follows Burnet's text (uvixiyroic;) and concludes
(ad loc) : 'The uncertainty of the reading does not affect the sense.' This may be true, but it does affect
the image. A.E. Taylor (A commentary on Plato's Timaeus (1928)) also favours dvixrixoic;: 'The
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of that which is abiding and stable and discoverable by the aid of reason will itself
be abiding and unchangeable (so far as it is possible and it lies in the nature of
an account to be incontrovertible and irrefutable [immovable], there must be no
falling short of that), (tr. Cornford)60

The Heracliteans cannot think or speak in a fixed way because of their view of the
world: everything is moving. In contrast, those who have perceived the fixed reality of
Being are able not only to think fixed thoughts, but also to express them in settled
discourse. In this way the logos mirrors not only the thoughts of the person speaking,
but the nature of the subject-matter too. Thus accounts of Being will remain the same
and stable forever, just like the Forms themselves.61 In her perceptive account of
'creative discourse' in the Timaeus,62 Catherine Osborne observes the significance of
Timaeus' remarks at 29b-c (186):

The point concerns the status of his own account: an account that interprets a
subject that has permanent being can have the same permanence as the subject
to which it correlates, in so far as it is possible for words to serve this role and to
be immune to correction.

So there are both static and moving thoughts and words in Plato, and while fixity is
associated with knowledge and truth, motion is linked with uncertainty, confusion and
the changing phenomenal world. In the Timaeus Plato suggests that accounts of true
reality - or Being - will themselves be static. It is difficult to conceive of a discourse
or account that does not move or change. But Plato seems to be suggesting that such a
discourse is necessary and indeed inevitable if we are to speak about true, unchanging
reality. In the Cratylus Plato explores the issue of how human language can speak of
what is divine. Timothy Baxter63 in his comprehensive study of this work has argued
that Plato here proposes a 'prescriptive ideal' for human language, to enable language
to reveal the true nature of that which it describes. Reflecting on such an ideal language,

dvixrJTOic; of A in b8 is shown to be more probable than the uxtvr^TOig of F by the ancient versions. The
inexpugnabilis of Chalcidius might represent either word ... but Cicero's neque convincipotest is unam-
biguous. Here again we may suspect that the common archetype of A and F probably had a marginal
variant.' R.D. Archer-Hind (The Timaeus of Plato (1888)) opts for aHivfrtoic and translates: 'so far as
it lies in words to be incontrovertible and immovable ' . Because of the image established by |iovi|ioi>5,
1 also favour axtvr'iTcnq. In support of this reading, one may observe the same play on dvtXT]TO5/dxivr|TO5
in Bacchylides 5.51 and 200, while against the reading one may note the double pairings in this Tim.
passage: uovijiouc; with ujiETOurtarroug (abiding/unchangeable) and dvEXeyxTotc with dvixrixoiq
(incontrovertible/irrefutable).

60 Cornford, Plato's cosmology.
61 In contrast, no account of the changing, visible world can ever be 'a final statement of exact truth'

(Cornford, Plato's cosmology 23-4) .
6- Catherine Osborne, 'Space, time, shape, and direction: creative discourse in the Timaeus', 179-211 in

C. Gill and M.M. McCabe (edd.), Form and argument in late Plato (1996).
63 T. Baxter, The Cratylus: Plato's critique of naming (1992).
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Baxter comments (54): 'Plato's ideal language would be quite unlike his dialogues,
indeed it would rule out "dialogue", as nothing really needs to be discussed; it is a TEXOC,

to be aimed at, where language finally reflects the essences of things. The model ...
would probably be a mathematical one.' Our ordinary, human language, in contrast, is,
as Baxter says, 'fluxy' in its nature. Osborne ('Creative discourse' 186) observes how
this tension between the nature of language and reality is apparent at Timaeus 29b7-8:
'Note that here Timaeus appears to recognize that there may be a problem about
describing eternal reality in words. Clearly, language cannot in fact be wholly timeless
and changeless to match the Forms'.64 Despite this fundamental problem, however,
human language can still be used in a stable way, at least at the level of the word, as
Plato tells in a famous passage at Timaeus 49b. On the traditional interpretation of this
passage (Taylor, Cornford) and that of Donald Zeyl' s excellent article,65 Plato says here
that it is difficult (xa^eitov) to use a 'reliable and stable logos' when we speak of the
fluxy world around us - cnkcog coerce xivi Jiioxcp xai PE(3aLco xeiiaaaBai ^oyto
(Timaeus 49b). And this method involves a new way of referring to phenomena, as is
set out at 49d-e. Plato's point is that our use of terminology must not suggest that the
phenomenal world is a permanent subject but must make clear that all phenomena are
mere attributes of a basic, permanent entity (here the Receptacle). If we are scrupulous
in this way, our logos about the world can be 'stable and reliable'.

So much for the use of names and terms for the world, but what about accounts and
conversations? Can stability be achieved at the level of discourse? What would a static,
unchanging discourse look or sound like? The passages discussed in part 1 show how
easily the image of movement lends itself to the nature of dialectic. How can this
dynamic vision be reconciled with that of a fixed, static logos! One approach to this
question is to apply the distinction between process and product. The evidence of the
passages discussed from the Euthyphro, Meno and Timaeus shows that Plato is
consistent in recommending that a moving process (dialectic) give rise to a stable
product: in the Euthyphro the desired product is stable propositions, in the Meno stable
opinions and in the Timaeus stable accounts. When viewed in this way, dialectic can
be seen as a process which takes the interlocutor from fixity to movement and on to a
new fixity: first, there is a state of stability where someone holds an untested opinion;
second, through questioning which leads to aporia the opinion is probed and unsettled
(at this stage the person is shifting around, moving between true and false opinions);
and third, through further analysis a new, fixed opinion is achieved. On this view Plato
is able to reconcile the moving, dynamic process of dialectic with the desired outcome
of fixed, static products. But in dialectic each fixed proposition becomes merely a step
in a larger debate. When viewed in this way, dialectic becomes a perpetual movement

64 She reiterates the point in her later section on 'T ime ' (196): 'These problems with our ordinary language
indicate that normal discourse is not well suited to dealing with what is timeless; and one possible
explanation of this is that discourse, like the world, is inherently temporal ' .

65 Taylor, Commentary; Cornford, Plato's cosmology; Donald J. Zeyl, 'Plato and talk of a world in flux:
Timaeus 49a6-50b5\ Harvard Studies in Classical Philology 19 (1975) 125-48.
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between stable opinions and ever-new states of confusion, for an opinion is only fixed
until new questions are raised. Since one generally cannot be sure that a proposition
(product) would not benefit from further testing (process), the distinction between
process and product is not so clear. Thus the same logos under different aspects can be
both process and product. These reflections relate interestingly to Plato's own
discussion of the relative merits of books and oral communication in the Phaedrus.

In this dialogue there is a suggestion that unlike the ephemeral spoken word, books
leave behind 'something clear and steadfast' (xi oacpec; xod (3e(3aiov, Phaedrus 275c).
In terms of the opposition between motion and fixity, such |3e|3ou6xr|c; must surely be
a good thing? Not so, for Socrates points out that although written words seem to 'talk
intelligently', when you ask a book a question, 'it signifies only one thing alone, forever
the same' (ev xi or||iai,v£i |iovov XOUJXOV dei, Phaedrus 275d). Books are criticized
here because they cannot answer back. Fixity is not a virtue, because it represents an
inflexibility, an inability to adapt and change to suit the needs of the situation. The
formal fixity of the letters on the page reflects the fixity of thought and response
represented thereby. So this logos (the book) stays still in a negative way. In the
Phaedrus the power of the spoken word is unmatched by written discourse. And indeed
the spoken word is actually described here as 'alive' (Phaedrus 276a): xov xoij elSoxoc;
)i6yov "keyzic, tjcovxa xai e\i\\>vxov, ox) 6 Y£YQat1fi^vo5 elocoXov dvxi Aiyoixo
Sixaicoc; ('You mean the living and ensouled speech of the man who knows, of which
written speech would rightly be called a kind of phantom'; tr. Rowe). The terms ^covxa
and e\ityv%ov are very strong: the spoken word is living and actually has its own soul.
Now although the Phaedrus has established that soul is the cause of motion,56 the
spoken word, contrary to expectation, does not move. In fact, given the development
of the image of speeches as living beings, actually having not only a father (the speaker)
but also brothers, and as plants that grow up in the souls of others,67 this lack of explicit
movement seems odd. Furthermore, the spoken, living word is described as 'written in
the soul of the learner' (276a yQCicpexai ev xrj xoij ^lavOdvovxoc; t|>fxti)- The living
word, then, turns out to be inscribed and so in a sense fixed - in so far as anything living
and animate can be 'fixed' in a self-moving i(ruxr|. The stability the oral logos enjoys
is not formal but epistemological, while its form remains fluid in having the potential
to develop in subsequent processes of discussion (i.e. to be mobile). Thus no clear-cut
distinction between process and product will do justice to Plato's thought on this matter.

The only movement word applied to logos in the immediate context here is at 275el
where it describes the action of books not of the spoken word. Moreover, it is a word
whose overtones are far from positive - nvXivbov\iav. oxav 6e dnaE, YQacprj,
xukvoetxai (xev jxavxa/oij Jtag ^6705 6|ioi,<x>c; Jiagd xolg ejtatououv, the, 6' aiixtog
nag' 0I5 oijoev JT.QOOT|X£1 ('And when once it is written, every composition is trundled

66 For soul as the cause of motion see Phaedrus 245c-d .
67 For fathers and sons see 275e4 and 278a6; for brothers see 276al and 2 7 8 b l ; and for seeds and plants

see 276c8 and 276d-277a .
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about [rolled] everywhere in the same way, in the presence both of those who know
about the subject and of those who have nothing at all to do with it'; tr. Rowe). So we
have the rolling book. Why does the book roll? What does this mean?

M.M. Mackenzie has commented on the use of this verb here and has observed how
in other passages in the dialogues xu)iv8o|iai refers to 'the inability of belief about the
sensible world to be fixedly true or false'.68 Mackenzie has rightly drawn attention to the
negative epistemological connotations of this verb, but to understand why it should come
to have such connotations in the first place, it must be set in the context where movement
signals disturbance. It was shown earlier how 'rolling' was used in Homer and tragedy
as part of storm imagery of wind and wave and how it was also used to express pain.
grief, defeat, dishonour and the loss of control. I maintain that we need this poetic
background in order to appreciate the force of this verb. In the dialogues xiAiv8o|iai is
a fairly rare word - it occurs only twelve times in the corpus, and ten of those occurrences
carry the epistemological overtones that Mackenzie mentions. Mackenzie refers to the
use of >aAi,v6o|Kxi at Phaedrus 275el, Republic 479d5 and Theaetetus 172c, and the
negative epistemological connotations are also obvious in seven other occurrences:
Phaedo 81 d 1 and 82e5; Sophist 268a2; Timaeus 44d9; Phaedrus 257a2; Politicus 309a6;
and Republic 432d8.69 At Phaedo 81 d 1 the disembodied soul rolls around when it cannot
escape to the invisible world70 and at 82e5 the verb expresses the plight of the soul
imprisoned in the human body, where - in an ironic twist - the unsteady motion of the
soul's rational faculties is a direct result of its being too tightly fixed to the body and its
concerns (axe/vio^ 8ioc8e8e|ievr|v ev xcb ocb^iaxi xod jiQoaxe»coXX,r|[iEvr|v,
dvayxa^o|ievi"|v oe GOCCTEQ 6td eipyH-ot) 5ia xoirtou axcmelaOaL id ovxa ... xai ev
jidarj d[ia9i,a xv\ivbov\xevr\v). At Sophist 268a2 the phrase 8td xf)v ev xolc; Xoyoic,
XDA.LV8T|OIV ('because of his rolling in speeches') explains how the mimic who is 'well-
versed' in discussion is aware of his own ignorance. The use of the noun xuXivSTjoig,
where 'rolling' comes to mean 'constant practice or skill', prima facie indicates simply
the repetition of a particular activity culminating in a certain competence, but it is quite
apparent that it carries the same epistemological overtones that Mackenzie observes at
Theaetetus 172c. In the Theaetetus passage Socrates uses the verb 'roll' as he draws a
contrast between men who have 'hung around' lawcourts and such places all their lives
(oi ev SixaoxTiQioig xod xotc; xoioiixotc; ex vearv xuA,iv8cnj|i£voi) and those reared on
philosophy. In the Sophist the noun appears as the Stranger defines the sophist as the
mimic of the wise man. In both passages rolling denotes repeated activity and at the same
time connotes epistemological weakness - neither those who haunt the lawcourts nor the
sophists have true knowledge.

68 M.M. Mackenzie, 'Paradox in Plato's Phaedrus', Proceedings of the Cambridge Philological Society
n.s. 28 (1982) 64-76 . See 73 n. 14.

69 The verb appears on only two other occasions in the corpus: Rep. 388b6 and Tim. 59d5. Rep. 388b6 is a
quotation of II. 22.414-15 where 'rolling' is an expression of Priam's grief. Therefore, the only passage in
Plato where xuXfvSoum does not carry an epistemological reference is Tim. 59d5 where it is used in the context
of an etymology for iiooig - the name 'liquid' derives from its motion and its rolling course over the ground.

70 This passage will be discussed below, in conjunction with Phdr. 257a.
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At Timaeus 44d9 the epistemological connotations of xu>dvSo|iai can be seen again
as the creator gods make the human body the vehicle for the human head 'so that it
might not roll upon the ground' (IV oiiv \\x\ xu^iv6oi)|ievov em Y*1S)- The contrast in
this passage between the low position on the ground71 and the high position afforded
by the body (see 45a) clearly works to associate the rational faculties of man with the
divine (always in an 'up' position in Plato). Rolling around on the ground is a lowly
activity, not fitting for the home of reason.

In Homer the dominant use of the verb as part of the vocabulary of storms conveys
a certain helplessness and hopelessness, a sense of having lost control over one's actions
and motion and thus of being at the mercy of powerful, external forces. Plato's use of
these poetic associations of 'rolling', summoning up the storm imagery of wind and
wave, can be particularly seen when he uses xu)iv6eoum of the lost, unphilosophical
souls at both Phaedo 81dl and at Phaedrus 257a2. In the Phaedo passage the souls
who fear the invisible realm become heavy and so are unable to depart this world. Such
a lost soul then spends its time haunting burial places 'rolled around tombs and graves'
(jreoi id ^ivrpaxd xe xod xoiic; xdcpouc; xiAivooufievri). At Phaedrus 257a asso-
ciation with a non-lover engenders a meanness in the boy's soul which 'will cause it
to wallow [be rolled] mindlessly around and under the earth for nine thousand years'
(tr. Rowe: evvea yvXiabac, extov JTEQI yfjv xiAivoou[xevr|v aiixr|v xcd v no yf\q dvotiv
jrage^ei). These are the souls that cannot achieve a peaceful afterlife and their rolling
motion becomes an image for their wretched, restless state.72 The afterlife condition of
these souls is a direct consequence of their failure to achieve knowledge and so Plato
uses the rolling image not only to convey the plight of the souls but also to indicate
why they are in this state - i.e. their failure to attain sure knowledge of fixed reality.
Plato uses xuMvSo[.iou to signal epistemological unsteadiness and illusion and marries
this with the storm-tossed rolling familiar from Homer. The inspiration for this fusion
of ideas may have come from Pindar, Olympian 12, where the poet expresses the
uncertainty of life in an image combining storms and false hopes (Olympian 12.5-6a):

oci' ye u,ev dvogdtv
' dvto, xd 6' av xdxco

xdu,voiaou xuAlvSovx'73 e

71 Without the services of the human body, the head would roll about on the ground in the same way as the
lowly stones and the dishonoured heroes in Homer (see above).

7- Anne Lebeck ("The central myth of Plato's Phaedrus', Greek, Roman and Byzantine Studies 13 (1972)
267-90) notes the use of XUXW&EITCU at both Phdr. 257aI-2 and 275el, but translates the verb as 'flit',
which obscures its connotations and significance in the passages (286-7).

1} On 'rolling' in Pindar see P. Bulman, Phthonos in Pindar (1992). Referring to the usages at Nem.
4.40 and Pyth. 2.23, she observes: 'For Pindar, as for Plato, xuXtvdd/v is pejorative, designating
the aimlessness and uselessness of objects rolling around in space and time' (85). This tantalizing note
unfortunately adduces none of the Platonic evidence. W.J. Verdenius (Commentaries on Pindar I,
Mnemosyne Suppl. 97 (1987) 95) comments on rolling as an unsteady movement in this passage and at
Pyth. 4. 209.
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As for men's hopes,
they often rise, while at other times they roll down
as they voyage across vain falsehoods, (tr. Race)74

When at Phaedrus 275e the written book is described as 'rolling around', the verb
xi)Xi-v6o^iai sends a clear signal that all is not well - a point that is soon reinforced
when Socrates (three lines later) speaks of the book as 'ill-treated' (jTAr||i|i£A.oiJU,£VO5)
and 'abused' ()a)i6oQr|9£ic;), with no father to help it and incapable of defending itself
(275e). In terms of the motion image, the book is cast up and down, rolled around by
external forces like the unfortunate wanderers in Homer.75 Who knows where it will
come to rest, in whose hands it will arrive? The unsteadiness of the book's motion also
reveals that it cannot be relied upon to provide knowledge. But in addition, there is a
further aspect of the book's circular, rolling motion that deserves comment. For here
perhaps is one of our own English metaphors - that of a book being 'in circulation'. Is
there any evidence that this metaphor is active in the Greek usage? Here a passage from
Aristophanes is illuminating:

f]5 eyd) oim fjxouoa toiivo^i' OIJSE Jt£vxr|}covx' EXIOV
vuv 6E noXk(a xov xaQiypvz, saxiv d^tcoxEQa,
OJOXE xod br\ xoiWo|i' auxfjg EV dyopa xi))ivS£xca.

74 Race. Pindar I (1997). For Pindar ' s views on eXirig see Verdenius, Commentaries on Pindar 95. On the
theme of human stability and mutabili ty see H. Frankel , ' M a n ' s " ephemeras" nature according to Pindar
and o thers ' , Transactions of the American Philological Association 11 (1946) 131 —45. On the phrase dvio
... Xfrao here see Verdenius , Commentaries on Pindar 9 3 - 4 , who argues that the common translation 'up
and d o w n ' is incorrect and that ' to and fro' is preferable, since the movement indicated is horizontal, not
vertical. Verdenius cites P la to ' s usage of the phrase at Phil. 43a3 in support of his argument. Verdenius
has also discussed the phrase in his earlier note ' A N Q K A I K A T Q ' , Mnemosyne 17 (1964) 387. where
he rightly concludes that the meaning of the phrase at Rep. 344b, as at 508d and Hhdo. 96b. has to be 'to
and fro' or 'moving about ' . Plato uses the phrase to convey disorderly motion, especially as a metaphor
in the context of changing opinion, see Prot. 356d; Gorg. 481 e: Hipp. Min. 376c and Thl. 195c. (For
instances where ' u p ' and ' d o w n ' are used by Plato as a vertical metaphor for progressions in thought see
R. Robinson, ' U p and down in Plato 's logic ' , American Journal of Philology 84 (1963) 300-3 . )

75 The ideas of wander ing and rolling are fused together, as noted above, in the use of the verb
jTOOJTnoxuA.tv66u,ai at Od. 17.525 and are also brought into close conjunction at //. I 1.307-8 in a
descript ion of the wild mot ion of wind and waves (jroXXov OE TQO(pt xv>[ia y.vXivctexm, m|>6ac tV tixvt]
I a x t b v a x a t ES, d v q i o t o M^a 'Tt^dyTOio uofjg). Plato directly associates wander ing with rolling on two
memorab le occasions: first, at Phdo. 8 I d , where the lost unphilosophical soul is 'rolled around '
graveyards (m)Xiv6oi3uevr|) and where such souls are compel led to 'wander ' about these places until
they have 'paid their penal ty ' ( j t X a v a a G a t ... j iA/rvdrvrai) ; second at Rep. 479d, where Socrates sets
out the three levels of exis tence and knowledge and locates the objects of the masses ' opinions in the
mid-region between non-exis tence and full reality: i]i>Qr|%ciu£v ago., the, eoiy.ev, o t t xii xdiv noXXwv
jioXXa v6j.iLj.ia xuXoii TE JIEQL x a i xaiv ciXXcov f ie taEu Jtou xuXtvb tT ta t xov xi- [ii] ovxoq y.al xoo
0VX05 KtXty.QtvdJC. ( ' W e would seem to have found, then, that the many convent ions of the many about
the fair and honourab le and other th ings are tumbled [rolled] about in the mid-region between that which
is not and that which is in the true and absolute sense ' ; tr. Shorey) . In the subsequent paragraph Socrates
refers to the object caught by the faculty of opinion as ' the wanderer ' (TO ;I?VO!VI|T6V), thus making the
objects of opinion both roll and wander in this mid-region.
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I hadn't even heard the word 'dictatorship' for fifty years
back, but now it's a good deal cheaper than salted fish, so much so
that its name is actually bandied about in the market place.

(Aristophanes, Wasps 490-2, tr. Sommerstein)76

So ev dyoQa xiAivSexca ('rolled around in the market-place') is a metaphor for being
in common usage. In the same way, our book rolling around in the outside world is
open and common to all. It circulates, goes the rounds. 'Rolling' here indicates a
commonness and cheapness, which results from something being readily available,
connotations which may have developed from usage such as that at Iliad 14.411, where
the stone singled out for Hector's demise had hitherto been 'rolling around' with many
others on the ground.

The interpretation of 'rolling' as having common or vulgar associations is borne out
by Politicus 309a where the Stranger describes how the art of kingship separates out
noble people from the base and consigns the base to slavery: rove, SE EV &u,a6ia xe
av xai xajteivoTrixi Jio^fj xu)avSouu,EVOuc; eig xo bovlmov •ujto^ETjyvuai yevoc,
('And again those who wallow in great ignorance and baseness it brings under the yoke
of the class of slaves'; tr. Rowe).77 The common aspect of rolling would also seem to
underlie the usage at Republic 432d8. Here Socrates realizes that he and his friends
have been hunting for justice in the wrong place: TtaXai, cb ^axdoiE, cpaivexat JXQO

JTOOOW fpiv E^ ao^fjg xuXivSelaOai, xcd ov% £COQ<I)|i£v &Q' oaixo, ahl' f\\izv
xaxayE^aaxoxaxoL ('Why, all the time, bless your heart, the thing apparently was
tumbling about our feet from the start and yet we couldn't see it, but were most
ludicrous'; tr. Shorey).78 The fact that justice was rolling around at their feet expresses
its availability to the hunters and its 'everyday nature'. Whereas the interlocutors had
'looked off into the distance' for justice, as if it were some rare creature, all the time it
has been readily available at their feet, rolling around or 'hanging about' like a common
stone. Since 'rolling' has marked epistemological connotations elsewhere in Plato, it
is reasonable to look for them here too. At first they are not apparent but are brought
out when the verb is repeated at Republic 479d. These are the only two occurrences of
xu}iv5o|iai in Republic. In book 4 Socrates teasingly suggests that justice has been
tumbling about at their feet all the way through their search, but in book 5 makes it
clear that the objects of ordinary people's opinions tumble about in the mid-region
between unreality and full reality. So where does this leave the justice that he is
searching for? If it is really so readily available at the feet of the hunters, can this be

76 A.H. Sommers te in , Aristophanes, Wasps (1983) .
77 C.J. Rowe , Plato: Statesman (1995) .
78 R. Waterf ie ld ' s translation (Plato, Republic (1994)) of the phrase JTQO noSt l rv ... xuXivSe t aGa t as ' i t ' s

been curled up at our feet ' entirely misses the force of the verb , since ' cur led u p ' not only denotes a lack
of movemen t but also suggests a fairly comfor table state. Al though he later (479d) t ranslates the verb
more appropriately ('mill around'), the lack of consistency obscures the connection. In contrast, Shorey's
consistent translation of xuXiv6o[iat allows Plato's sly point to emerge.
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the true and perfect justice? Surely it is more likely that this justice at their feet is an
unsteady image of its Form? The use of xiAivSoum in book 4 thus strikes a warning
note (i.e. there is something unsteady about this justice) which is not explained until
the account of reality in book 5. In other words, since the Forms have not yet entered
the discussion, the definition of justice at 433a can only be provisional. And this
provisional quality will soon be shown to be the result of the epistemological
unsteadiness that marks all accounts of objects in this realm of Becoming.

To return to the opposition of fixity and mobility in the Phaedrus: the fixed book is
rolling around outside while the living word remains written in the soul. What is going
on? Mackenzie has argued that Plato is setting up a paradox designed to subvert the
simple opposition of fixed and mobile words. Such paradox, she maintains, 'displays
the flexibility that ordinary treatises lack' for 'it changes shape, twists about and alters
its meaning'.79 By using paradox Plato is able to demonstrate how a written text (i.e.
his own) can be 'unequivocally alive'.80 Mackenzie's conclusions are attractive and
convincing, but I am puzzled as to why Plato uses no positive or even neutral word for
motion, despite the images of logos as a living being (human and plant). Why in the
Phaedrus - where motion is so dominant a motif and where, as it seems, Plato highlights
the flexibility and dynamism of a text - is the only word for the motion of logos the
negatively charged verb xuMvSo^at? Although it emerges from the Phaedrus that any
logos, either written or oral, should have a reliable epistemological content (be 'fixed')
and be flexible enough to contribute meaningfully to the process of learning (be
'mobile'), Plato stops short of establishing either a positive motion or an unam-
biguously positive fixity for logos. Is this Plato's final word on the movement of logosi
Perhaps not.

2.2. Circles of perfection

Alongside the association of disorderly motion with disturbance and suffering, there is
in Greek thought a conception of circular motion as an expression of perfection and
completion. W.K.C. Guthrie observes how fundamental this association was for Greek
culture, from the revolutions of the heavenly bodies, which were considered divine, to
the circular repetition of time and the seasons on earth.81 He discusses Greek views of
cyclic activity of tyvyi\ (life/soul) and comments that for the Greeks 'the analogy
between the regularity of motion in a circle and psychic functions, especially reason.

79 Mackenzie. 'Paradox' 69-70 .
80 Mackenzie, 'Paradox' 72.
8 ' History of Greek philosophy I (1962) 351 - 7 , on circularity in Greek thought and Plato's debt to Alcmaeon

(on which see also Ch. Mugler, 'Alcmeon et les cycles physiologiques de Platon', Revue ties eludes
grecques 71 (1958) 42-50) . For poetic expression of the theme of circularity see Sophocles. Aj. 670-3
and Trach. 129-30.
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must be accepted as natural' (356). J.B. Skemp82 shows how in the Statesman, Timaeus
and Laws Plato emphasizes the perfection and divinity of circular movement. In these
works Plato sets up an opposition between rectilinear and circular motion83 and
emphasizes that circular is superior. In the Timaeus Plato identifies seven types of
motion: the first type, circular, the other six, linear, namely (43b) 'backwards and
forwards, right and left, up and down'. The divine universe itself is spherical in shape84

and at 34a we are told how it came to move in a circle (Timaeus 34a):

For he assigned to it the motion proper to its bodily form, namely that one of the
seven which above all belongs to reason and intelligence; accordingly, he caused
it to turn about uniformly in the same place and within its own limits and made
it revolve round and round (oruxo ejtoi,r|O£ ximXto xivetaOou axg>e(p6[X£vov); he
took from it all the other six motions and gave it no part in their wanderings
(arikavec,). (tr. Cornford)

In marked contrast human beings are made to move in all six linear directions, a motion
which is again described as 'wandering' at 43b (jiXavw^eva).85 All linear motions are
characterized as 'wanderings' - terminology with its own strong epistemological
colouring. Circular motion, on the other hand, is linked not only with perfection but
also rationality. At 34a Plato explicitly associates circular motion with reason and intel-
ligence, and this lays the ground for the later account of the rational thought process.
For at 37a-c Plato opens up the very nature of the soul itself and reveals there two
moving circles: the circle of the Same and of the Different. The movement of these
circles does not simply represent but actually is the rational activity of human beings
(Timaeus 37a-c):86

Seeing, then, that soul had been blended of Sameness, Difference, and Existence,
... and moreover revolves upon herself (at>xr| xe dvaxvxA.ouf.ievr| JTQOC; <xuxr|v)

82 J.B. Skemp, The theory of motion in Plato's later dialogues (1942; enlarged ed. 1967).
83 In 'Straight and circular in Parmenides and the Timaeus', Phronesis 19 (1974) 1 8 9 - 2 0 9 , Lynne Bal lew

has shown that this opposi t ion in the context of knowledge and be ing goes back to Pa rmen ides .
84 On the implicat ions of sphericity see R.J. Mort ley , ' P l a to ' s choice of the sphe re ' , Revue des etudes

grecques 82 (1969) 3 4 2 - 5 .
85 Nole also the storm and wave imagery in this passage: xuTaxXu^ovTO? ... x i i^ ia tog.
86 Compare the illustration of intelligence at Laws 898a -b . Edward N. Lee has offered a detailed analysis

of Plato 's use of the idea of circular thought in 'Reason and rotation: circular movement as the model of
mind (nous) in later Plato' (in W.H. Werkmeister (ed.), Facets of Plato's philosophy, Phronesis supple-
mentary volume 11(1976)). While his review of the relevant passages in Timaeus and Laws is useful (esp.
section two on the nature of axial rotation), his subsequent exegesis is obscure. For example, Lee explains
the notion of circular thought (which he takes to be metaphorical . 88) by means of the idea of perspective
and vision (e.g. 8 1 : 'it is this "perspectiveless" character of its all-pervading orientation towards the center
that seems to me the decisive feature of Plato 's rotation analogy ' ) . But Lee ' s vision metaphor seems only
to complicate matters further. When his account concludes with a distinction between two different
perspectives (the ' threshold' and the 'dwel le r ' s ' ) and two types of mysticism ('quietist or static' and 'a
more activistic myst icism' , 92), Plato 's texts seem to have been left behind.
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... Now whenever discourse ... is about that which is sensible, and the circle of
the Different, moving aright, carries its message throughout all its soul - then
there arise judgments and beliefs that are sure and true (oo'^ai xod mateig ...
pepcuoi xai dX.T)6ei5). But whenever discourse is concerned with the rational,
and the circle of the Same, running smoothly, declares it, the result must be
rational understanding and knowledge (votig EJtLOtf|[,ir| xe). (tr. Cornford)

David Sedley,87 in a very lucid account of Plato's idea of circular motion within the
soul, concludes (329):

Circularity is appropriate to rational thought, no doubt, because circular motion
is eternal, and reason has eternal entities or truths as its proper objects. However,
there is every indication in the text that the circularity of these motions is not
merely a metaphor for eternity, but is, as Aristotle recognised, meant as a physical
fact too. Our thoughts, like those of the world soul, do literally move in circles.

On the issue of how an incorporeal reality can move in space, Sedley argues (329-30):

The incorporeal... differs from the corporeal, not by necessarily being altogether
nonspatial, but by lacking essential characteristics of body, such as visibility and
tangibility (cf. 28b, 31b). There is no reason why an incorporeal should not have
a circular motion, even though its invisibility and intangibility make this unde-
tectable to the senses.

Thus the incorporeal circles of the Same and the Different move constantly inside the
soul and the whole soul revolves. Since circular motion is now a necessary and natural
condition of the soul's rational activity, motion per se is no longer disturbance. The
distinction between circular and linear motion, one characterized as orderly and
rational, the other as disorderly and irrational, has thus enabled Plato to accommodate
motion as a positive feature in his philosophy. As Sedley says, by studying the heavenly
motions (328) 'we can come eventually to assimilate the disordered revolutions of
thought within our own heads to the perfect celestial revolutions of the divine intellect'.
Similarly, in Skemp's terms88 'the philosopher must learn to impose rational circularity
on his rectilinear necessity' (57). However, even within this positive view of circular
movement certain basic prejudices remain, for, as is made clear in Laws 10, circular
motion is the best type of motion precisely because it is most like stillness itself.

At Laws 893b discussion turns to the different kinds of motion. The Athenian begins
a dialogue with himself and establishes (a) that some objects move and others are still

87 David Sedley, '"Becoming like god" in the Timaeus and Aristotle' in T. Calvo and L. Brisson (edd.).
Interpreting the Timaeus-Critias, International Plato Studies 9 (1997) 327-39.

88 J.B. Skemp, 'Plants in Plato's Timaeus, Classical Quarterly 41 (1947) 53-60 .
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and (b) that both require space. On the issue of moving objects, he poses the question:
'Some of them, presumably, will do so in one location, others in several?' and offers
the following exchange in response (893c4-7):

Tot XT]V Twv EGXWXCOV EV [xeoto Xajipdvovxa Siivajiiv Xiyeic,, qjr)OO[j,ev, EV evi
xaBdjxEQ f] xrov saxdvat AxyofiEvcov oamXcov OToeqjexai

— Nai.

'Do you mean', we shall reply, 'that "moving in one location" is the action of
objects which are able to keep their centres immobile? For instance, there are
circles which are said to "stay put" even though as a whole they are revolving.'
'Yes.' (tr. Saunders)89

Now that he has established that there is a type of movement that takes place in one
single location - i.e. circular movement around a fixed centre (or 'axial rotation'), he
can contrast movement that takes place in a number of locations (893d6-el):

When you speak of motion in many locations I suppose you're referring to objects
that are always leaving one spot and moving on to another. Sometimes their
motion involves only one point of contact with their successive situations,
sometimes several, as in rolling (TU> JieQixuXiv5ela0ai). (tr. Saunders)90

With this use of jTEQixiAivoEtaOai, a hapax legomenon in the dialogues, Plato makes
the point that there is a world of difference between the steady movement of axial
rotation, movement in a single location, and the action of rolling, where an object not
only changes location but also makes several points of contact with its successive
situations.9I A little later at 897d the Athenian asks 'So what is the nature of rational

»l) T.J. Saunders, Plato, The laws (1970).
9(1 J.B. Sketnp's translation of this key section (893c-e) is as follows (Theory of motion 97-8): " i s it of moving

things which have the power of being stationary at their centre that you speak", we shall reply, "when you
say that they move in one place, like the revolution of so-called 'humming tops'?" "Yes." ... "Moreover,
when you speak of things moved in a succession of places, you appear to be describing objects moving on
continually from place to place, in some cases pivoting themselves at one point gliding along, in other cases
rolling with changing pivotal points."' Thus Skemp terms the two types of motion in several locations as
(a) 'gliding' (with one point of contact) and (b) 'rolling' (with several points of contact). On the idea of
axial rotation at 893c4-7, Skemp comments (100): 'The reason for the pride of place accorded to this kind
of motion and the detailed exposition of it is, of course, because it is the motion of the oijgavog itself,
perfectly combining motion and rest.' Skemp goes on to observe that 'We have here in a summary form
the language of Tim. 39a and of Laws 7.822a, where the reference is to the double-motion astronomy' (101).

91 On 893d6 and the 'passing from rotation to rectilinear motion' Skemp comments (Theory of motion 101):
'Why Plato distinguishes gliding and rolling is not clear. The heavenly bodies rotate and glide but do not
roll, for their axis is fixed. There may be a reference to lost theories of planetary motions or Plato may
simply wish to give an exhaustive classification. This does not mean that rolling is not a "physical"
motion: it is a physical possibility, even if not actualised in the planets.' On my analysis of xuWvoo|iui
Plato uses m-Qixu^ivSriaOai to mark the transition from orderly to disorderly motion.
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motion' and announces that an indirect method of answering the question will be
required: 'Still, in answering this question we mustn't assume that mortal eyes will ever
be able to look upon reason and get to know it adequately: let's not produce darkness
at noon, so to speak, by looking at the sun direct. We can save our sight by looking at
an image (Etxova) of the object we're asking about' (tr. Saunders). He then selects
from the list of ten motions the one which 'reason resembles'. Taking up his earlier
distinction between movement in a single location and movement in successive
locations, he clarifies that it is the first of these that is 'most like' the movement of
reason (898a):

xouxoiv 6f| Toiv xivf|O8oiv TT]V £V £vl qp£QO|iEvr|v OCBL JteQiye xi u,£oov avdyxi]
X l V E t o G a i , TCitV EVTOQVCOV O1JOCCV HL[XTl[id TL XI)XA.COV, ElVOci, T£ ai)Xr]V X1] XOC

voi) JiEQiooio Jtdvxcoc; obg Suvaxov oixEioxdxrjv T£ xai o^iotav.

Of these two motions, that taking place in a single location necessarily implies
continuous revolution round a central point, just like wheels being turned on a
lathe; and this kind of motion bears the closest possible affinity and likeness to
the cyclical movement of reason, (tr. Saunders)

When Cleinias (understandably) asks for some clarification, the Athenian explains that
reason and motion in a single location are alike in that they share a type of motion, that
is: '(a) regular, (b) uniform, (c) always at the same point in space, (d) around a fixed
centre, (e) in the same position relative to other objects' (To xaxd xaiixd 6f|Jiou xai
woavxojc, xai ev x(p atiTto xai itEoi td aijxd xai JIQOC; xd avxd; tr. Saunders). To
explain the point further, the Athenian contrasts this orderly type of motion with
disorderly motion which would surely be 'associated with every kind of unreason'
(dvoiag dv djtdor|5 EIV| ovyyevt)^; tr. Saunders).

So Plato makes clear at Laws 893c that revolution around a fixed point - axial
rotation - enjoys a special status as the type of motion that enjoys the greatest stillness.
This circular motion, as Skemp observes, is 'the motion of the OVQOLVOC, itself, perfectly
combining motion and rest' (100). Since it shares in stillness, axial rotation is able to
display those features of uniformity and stability which Plato so prizes.92 In the
accounts of the Timaeus and Laws 10 the circular motion of axial rotation represents
rational thought and thus for Plato movement no longer necessarily signals disturbance.

What about discourse? How is the circular motion of thought to be reconciled with
the apparently linear motion of discourse? Could there also be a circular motion of
discourse? Well, there has been a circular way of debating all the way through the
dialogues, but it has not been a very positive circular motion. For when the logos of

92 Remember that in the Republic Plato's way of demonstrating that something can be in motion and at rest
at the same time is the illustration of the spinning tops, which are still in respect of their axes but move
in respect of their circumferences (436d).
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argument goes in a circle, it means that the interlocutors are stuck in some sort of
confusion or ignorance, as for example at Charmides 174b: nakav LIE JTBQieXxeig
XTJXAXO. ('all this time you have been dragging me round and round in a circle')-93 One
can see how circularity is an apt metaphor for fruitless debate. However, coming round
again and again to the same point of argument is not always presented in negative terms
in the dialogues. For there is for Plato a positive way of saying the same thing over and
over again. At Gorgias 517c we find a comment from Socrates which at first sounds
like a familiar reproach against circular discourse:

Well, now we're doing a ridiculous thing, you and I in our discussion. All the
time we're having a dialogue we never stop coming round to the same place all
the time (elc TO CUJTO ocei JTeoixpeooLievoi), with each not knowing

what the other is saying, (tr. Irwin)94

Before this is dismissed as a throwaway or slightly cliched remark, bear in mind that
it follows a number of significant comments throughout the dialogue on the theme of
consistency. Lucinda Coventry95 has discussed Socrates' emphasis in the Gorgias on
the importance of consistency (481d-82c, 490e, 491b) and has noted (181) his evident
pride in the admission that he 'always says the same things about the same things'
(tonka ... JIEQI TMV CLVTCOV, Gorgias 490e and 491b). Coventry explains (182) that
Socrates is not here claiming the type of verbal consistency or repetition found in
written texts or prepared speeches. Rather, Socratic consistency is the 'ability to
maintain a constant position in successive arguments'. This view of consistency in
motion, maintained in successive positions, is supported by a passage in the Timaeus
which offers a surprising echo of Gorgias (490e).96 Timaeus is explaining the
movement of the stars. Each star is created in the figure of a circle and is given two

9 3 For the same image, see also Tht. 200c (Kai oti teo 8f| dvuyxuoOriOEaOE etg x a i i x o v
H U g u ' m ; ovbev J T W O V Trotouvxec); Cleit. 410a (JtEQi&E&gdjiTixEV eiq x u u x o v 6 X670? X0I5 jxoojxoiq)
and Phil. 19a (crux 018' o v t i v a xgcmov XUXXCO m o g j rcp iaYayrov r^ i aq E[if5EpXT]xe S o x f j c m i q ) . See
also Euthyd. 291 b; Eulhyph. 15b; Polit. 286e; Laws 659d and 688b . Circular mot ion is also used to express
confusion in Pla to ' s images of intellectual dizziness and whir lpools ; see Pitch. 79c ; Crat. 41 l b , 439c ;
Prot. 339e; Lv.v. 216c; Tht. 155c and Laws 663b , 892e.

9 4 T. Irwin, Plato, Gorgias (1979) .
1)5 'The role of the interlocutor in Plato - theory and pract ice ' in C.B.R. Pelling (ed.), Characterization and

individuality in Greek literature (1990) 174-96.
96 The striking phrase 'xoaixd ... JIEQI xcbv atmlxv' occurs remarkably few times in the Platonic corpus;

apart from the three occurrences in the Gorg. (490el 1, 491b8, 527d7) and this echo at Tim. 40a8, the
only other use of the phrase is at Minos 3l6dl, where again the theme is of intellectual consistency
(JTOXEOOV oi)v ol EiriaTi']|iov£q xauxd JTEQL xorv aiixcov vo|iitouaiv 1} (iXXot &X\a\ Tatixd EjiotyE
ooxoiiai). Other passages where XEQ'I XWV (IUXOJV appears in the context of intellectual consistency are:
Soph. 230b8; Meno 96a3 and Rep. 603d2. Although all these passages deal with the theme of consistency
in thought, the only ones that share the phrase 'the same ... about the same' are the three in the Gorg.
and that in the Tim. Further, since Gorg. 491b8 and 527d7 present the negative formulation, 'never the
same about the same', only two passages share the positive formulation, 'always the same about the
same", i.e. Gorg. 490e11 (delxavixa ... jtEoi.xcuvuttxdyv)and Tim.40a8 (jisoixu>vaiixdrvde'ixdaiixd).
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movements: axial rotation and forward movement (40a-b). On axial rotation, Timaeus
tells how each star has TT)V [xivf|ouv] u,ev ev XOUJXCO xaxd xonuxd, JTEQI xtbv auxcbv
del xd auxd eauxto &uxvoou|i£va) ('one [motion] uniform in the same place, as each
always thinks the same thoughts about the same things'; tr. Cornford).97 Thus each star
simultaneously moves forward in its own orbit and rotates around its own axis. These
kinds of motion share most in stillness and so are superior to the random, linear
movement of bodies on earth. This verbal connection between the Gorgias and Timaeus
emerges from their shared concern with consistency in discourse. What seems to be a
minor (although suggestive) detail in Gorgias is worked more fully in the Timaeus into
a more striking picture of how discourse can manifest circular movement as a positive
feature.

Catherine Osborne has discussed the 'Space and shape' of Timaeus' discourse and
tells how spatial metaphors in the speech ('Creative discourse' 196) 'envisage the
account as something that has a shape, and that moves forward or returns to its starting-
point, just as the heavens that it describes are circling in physical space'.98 Osborne
analyses the nature of the journey through which Timaeus takes his audience and
suggests three possible explanations of its route. Of these it is the third possibility that
illuminates the notion of circular and consistent discourse that Plato seems to be
advocating in Gorgias and Timaeus. Osborne states (198):

The third possibility is that what is envisaged is a number of circular orbits inter-
secting at a point but tracing a different path on a sphere. This model has the
advantage of accounting for the fact that we find ourselves back at the point of
intersection and yet in each case setting out to trace a new path that will again
return us to the origin. It also corresponds in spatial structure to the arrangement
of the circles of the Same and the Different out of which the demiurge constructs
the world-soul (36b-d), which rotate across each other in contrary directions and
at varying speeds.

Just as Socrates 'always says the same things about the same things' and is able to
'maintain a constant position in successive arguments' (Coventry 182), so Timaeus

97 Cornford (Plato 's cosmology 118-19) explains how it is that the stars move 'forward' while keeping their
relative positions, and comments on the notion of axial rotation: 'Every star has also, we are now told, a
second motion, rotation on its own axis. The reason is that "each always thinks the same thoughts about
the same things". Here, for the first time in the Timaeus, it is explained why axial rotation is regarded as
"that one of the seven motions which above all belongs to reason and intelligence" (34a).' For Alcmaeon's
influence on the formulation of this passage see Guthrie, History of Greek philosophy I 356.

98 In a similar fashion Anne Lebeck ('Central myth') observes Plato's idea of moving discourse at work in
the Phdr. and further notes the contrast between 'ordered' and 'disordered' motion in Plato (284):
'Important for this dialogue and for Plato's philosophy as a whole is the image of motion and a way by
which to go. On the one hand, movement symbolizes impermanence, flux, deranged perception. On the
other, it is creation, life, soul. And intelligence is understanding things in their motion ... The first is
disordered movement, aimless wandering, zig-zag. The second is ordered motion, turning in place, ascent
... Every dialogue, by virtue of form alone, is a symbol of such movement and the search for a way."
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'bends his account round to form a series of circles' (Osborne 198). Thus such circular
discourse may reveal the kind of stability held up as an ideal at Timaeus 29b. For such
logoi, blessed with a fixed centre and a steady rotation, are truly [XOVIJIOL99 But also,
since dialectic is able to move through successive arguments and still respond to the
needs of the different interlocutors, it displays the vitality and life so important in the
Phaednis. Thus dialectic grounded in an understanding of the Forms emerges as
perfectly combining motion and rest - just like axial rotation and the orbits of the
heavenly stars. Therefore, to return to the question raised earlier: the image of logos
endlessly circling around a fixed axis on a steady orbit suggests that in Platonic terms
the best kind of discourse is both moving and still.

UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS E.E. PENDER

1)9 Discourse attains stability through its relationship with the wholly immovable Forms, and thus whatever
fixity discourse has is dependent on, and necessarily inferior to, the perfect stability of Being. In terms
of value, then, even the best discourse is inferior to the Forms to which it relates. Osborne ('Creative
discourse" 187-9) discusses the hierarchy of discourse in Plato and comments on the different truth-status
of discourse and the Forms (187): 'Discourse itself seems to be a candidate for reliability but not for
truth, which is a feature attributable to the permanent entities to which reliable discourse relates, or, by
extension perhaps, to the cognitive state associated with them.'
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